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AutomaFc Victory
A player gains an automaFc victory at the end of any turn in which the
diﬀerence between the sum of Combat Points of permanently eliminated
enemy units and the sum of Combat Points of his own permanently
eliminated units is equal to or greater than 24.
The Confederate player gains an automaFc victory at the end of turn 14 if
he occupies with supplied units the Chancellorsville and Marye's Heights
hexes.
Victory on points
At the end of turn 25, if there is no automaFc victory, the victory is
determined by the Union player's victory points (VP):
Victory points (VPs) are scored according to these criteria:
Equal to or higher than 16
Victory of the Union player
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1 - INTRODUCTION
AUer the Union loss at Fredericksburg the previous December, President
Lincoln relieved General Ambrose Burnside and replaced him with the
popular General Joseph Hooker. Lincoln had conﬁdence that Hooker
could rally the demoralized troops and bring about a Union victory. In
the spring of 1863, the Army of the Potomac (Union Army), executed a
successful daring maneuver to ou_lank the Army of Northern Virginia
(Confederate Army), commanded by General Robert E. Lee. There were
high hopes for the Union forces. The rest is history…

"Give Us Victories" is a quote from the le5er with which President
Lincoln appoints General Hooker to command the Army of the Potomac,
allows us to simulate this baNle and possibly change the course of
history. Players assume Lee and Hooker’s role and manuever their forces
around the map, trying to engage the enemy's forces, defeat them and
gain victory and glory.

between 9 and 15
Draw
Equal to or less than 8
Victory of the Confederate player
Points for units eliminaFon:
(should be recorded every turn on the General RegistraFon Track with
Union/Confederate marker).
1 VP for each combat point diﬀerence between the sum of combat points
of eliminated Confederate units and the sum of combat points of
eliminated Union units; this value can be negaFve if the sum of combat
points of eliminated Union units is greater than the sum of combat points
of Confederate units.
Skirmisher units are not considered in the count.
LocaFon Value in Victory Points on Turn 25
(to control a locaFon you must occupy the hex with your own
units in supply):
★ Chancellorsville: 10 victory points.
★ Marye’s Heights: 10 victory points.
★ Spotsylvania: 10 victory points.
★ Falmouth: 5 victory points.
Points for units leaving the map
10 VP for the Union player if he moves oﬀ the map, through the roads on
the lower map edge marked with the Confederate ﬂag, units with at least
35 infantry/arFllery step levels and is able to draw a supply line at the
end of Turn 25 to the exit roads of those units;
Confederate player can deny these 10 VP if he moves his own units with
at least 15 step levels oﬀ the map, using the roads marked with the
Confederate ﬂag.
3 - COMPONENTS
Map
The map represents the area where the opposing armies met and fought.
On it is superimposed a hexagonal grid that serves to regulate the
placement and movement of units.
Each hex represents about 1000 meters of real terrain. The hexes may
contain terrain of a diﬀerent nature, both arFﬁcial and natural, which
may aﬀect movements and ﬁghFng in diﬀerent ways.
The map also features a number of tables and tracks, to record and adjust
some game funcFons.
Turn Record Track
On this table is recorded the progression of the game through the
advancement of turns. Each game turn represents four hours of real Fme
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in day turns, and the whole night in night turns. Each box shows the
amount of acFvaFon points available to each player for that turn and the
chance of rain.

Higher Commanders holding boxes
In these boxes are placed the command markers of the formaFons
acFvated by Hooker, Lee, Jackson and Longstreet.
Losses box
The units eliminated during the game are placed here.
General Record Track
It is used to keep track of victory points and combat bonuses during the
course of the game.
Skirmisher Availability box
This is where the available skirmishers are placed during day turns
ArFllery Table
Used to resolve arFllery bombardments.
Counters
Most of the counters in the game represent Union (on a blue
background) and Confederate (on a gray or buNernut background)
military units of various sizes: cavalry regiments, arFllery baNalions and
brigades, infantry and cavalry brigades, ranging from 400 to 3000 men.
Almost all of them have colored bands to indicate the higher formaFon
they belong.
On the counters there are numbers represenFng combat points, i.e.
combat eﬃciency, and movement capacity. Units with combat points
greater than 1 have two steps with the back of the counter represenFng
the units’s reduced combat capacity due to losses.
When these units suﬀer a step loss they are ﬂipped to the reduced side,
when they suﬀer a second step loss they are eliminated. Units with only 1
combat point have only one step strength and are eliminated when they
suﬀer a loss.
On the counters there are also various numbers, names, symbols and
colors that idenFfy their type, historical designaFon and any combat
bonuses.

have the colored band, may command any formaFon of their army and
have a numerical value that represents the number of formaFons they
can command simultaneously.
The back of the command markers are the same for everyone; players are
encouraged to keep their command markers always covered, to avoid the
enemy knowing which formaFons are going to be acFvated.

Units without command designaFon (Independents)
Some units (Union cavalry, reserve arFllery, etc) do not have colored
idenFﬁcaFon bands and do not belong to any formaFon; they are called
'Independent' and may be acFvated by any command as described below.
Markers
Markers are used to keep track of various game funcFons, such as
disorganizaFon, demoralizaFon, detachment, out of supply, forced
march, ﬁred; or represent other funcFons of the game such as
breastworks, dummies, pontoons, events; their use is explained in the
appropriate secFons.
Terrain Eﬀects Table
The table shows the various costs that units must pay to enter a
parFcular hex or cross a hexside and beneﬁts for the units defending it, if
any.
Deployment Chart
Cards show the deployment zone of the units of both armies, at the
beginning of the campaign game and of the various available scenarios.
Dice
The colored dice are used for combat and other game acFons.
Variable Placement Map
Used only for the campaign game variant with hypotheFcal deployment.
Materials for other games in the box
Inside the package there are also three small games, "A Perfect Plan" and
"The Red Die of Courage" in addiFon to the solitaire system, ‘Hurrah for
Old Joe’.
The materials for the use of these games are presented in this manual’s
dedicated secFons.
4 - SET UP

Note: in the game there are two sheets of counters, one with soldiers
icons, the other with NATO symbols. Players may use the set they prefer
(not both simultaneously).
The Command markers represent the Higher Commanders and the
Commanders of the formaFons, Corps for the Union and Divisions for the
Confederate. On the laNer there is the command radius (in hexes), the
name of the oﬃcer and a band with the disFncFve color of the formaFon
under their orders. The Higher Commanders, Hooker for the Union
player, Lee, Jackson and Longstreet for the Confederate player, do not

Players choose their army to play with and set up units on the map
following the instrucFons on the Deployment Chart. The Confederate
player deploys ﬁrst. The turn marker is placed on box 1 of the Turn
Record Track.
If the 'Events' opFon is in play, both players place their event chits in two
diﬀerent cups, one for each player, shuﬄe and draw three chits without
revealing them to the enemy. They may be played starFng from the ﬁrst
turn.
5 - STACKING
Friendly and enemy units can never occupy the same hex. You may stack
up to four friendly units of any type (infantry, cavalry, arFllery,
skirmishers, "dummies") in the same hex as long as their total combat
points do not exceed 16; this check is made aUer movement and before
combat. If a hex has more units than allowed, then the excess units are
displaced in an adjacent hex by the owner, provided they are not
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adjacent to the enemy, otherwise the excess units must be eliminated.
Stacks may be formed or disbanded at any Fme during movement.
Commands and other markers are not units and therefore do not aﬀect
stacking.
6 - SEQUENCE OF PLAY
Each game turn involves a set of acFviFes by both players, typically
moving forces and ﬁghFng. When all of the acFviFes for that turn have
been done, the turn ends and the next one begin; the turn marker
advances one box on the Turn Record Track.
When all campaign game or a scenario turns are completed, the game is
over and the victory condiFons are checked. The game may end earlier if
special condiFons for an automaFc victory are met.

adjacent to enemy units (not valid for units already eliminated
except as a result of a speciﬁc event).
✦ 6 - Both players draw an event chit (opFonal rule).
During night turns no combat or bombardment is allowed. Units moving
at night may not enter hexes adjacent to the enemy. An excepFon to
these rules is the event: 'Night ANack'. Pontoons may be constructed and
dismantled during night turns, even by units adjacent to the enemy.
7 - RAIN
Some turns, reported on the Turn Record Track, include the chance of
rain. At the beginning of each turn in which this may happen, players roll
a die; if the result is less than or equal to the number indicated for that
turn, then rains happens and the following rules apply:

The detailed Sequence of play of each game turn is:

★ Crossing a creek requires 1 more movement point (not on the

road).

A - Players check the chance of rain if the turn requires it; choose
formaFons to be acFvated according to the availability of acFvaFon
points for that turn and place the their respecFve command chits in one
opaque cup only.

★ The minor rivers (Po and Ny rivers) are impassable, except by

bridges or pontoons.
★ Rapidan and Rappahannock fords are impassable unless a

pontoon is present.

B - AcFvaFons:
8 - ACTIVATION

✦ 1 - Pull a command chit and place it on the map.
✦ 2 - Movement of the acFvated formaFon (GeneraFon of

skirmishers).
✦ 3 - ArFllery bombardment of the acFvated formaFon (Placement

of breastworks and "Fired" markers).
✦ 4 - Combat of the acFvated formaFon (Placement of breastworks

and skirmishers).
Steps 1, 2, 3 and 4 are repeated unFl there are no more command chits in
the cup.
C - At the end of the turn, the 'Detachment', 'Forced March', 'Fired'
markers and all the Command counters are removed from the map; the
'Turn' marker is moved forward one square on the Turn Record Track and
the sequence starts over from step A.
Night Turns
Night turns include some addiFonal operaFons:
Supplies are checked and the "Out of Supply" markers are removed; units
may recover step levels if certain condiFons are met; skirmishers of both
armies may reenter in play the next turn if they are removed from the
map or are in the Losses Box.
If there is one or more skirmisher in the Losses Box, one is removed
permanently from the game; "DisorganizaFon" markers are removed
while "DemoralizaFon" markers are changed to "DisorganizaFon"
markers; both players draw an event chit if the opFonal "Events" rule is
applied.
The exact sequence of acFviFes in the night turns is the following:
✦ 1 - FormaFons AcFvaFon.
✦ 2 - 'Detachment' and all present skirmishers counters are removal

from the map, skirmisher counters they are placed in the 'available
skirmishers' box along with any recovery of previously eliminated
skirmishers, except one skirmisher counter is permanently
removed from the game.
✦ 3 - Check the supply status of the units and place 'Out of Supply'
markers and, if necessary, 'DisorganizaFon' and 'DemoralizaFon'
markers.
✦ 4 - Removal of 'DisorganizaFon' markers from units not out of
supply, then 'DemoralizaFon' markers from units not out of supply
turn to the 'DisorganizaFon' side.
✦ 5 - One unit per formaFon and any independent units return to full
strength if they are not out-of-supply, disorganized, demoralized or

In order to move and conduct combat, units must be part of an acFvated
formaFon and be within the command radius of their FormaFon
Commander or a Higher Commander.
AcFvaFon Points
They represent a theoreFcal esFmate of the ability to move and ﬁght of
the two armies. The Turn Record Track indicates variable points
availability depending on the army and the game turn. AcFvaFon points
can only be used in the turn in which they are assigned, they cannot be
accumulated from turn to turn. Unused points are lost.
Procedure
At the beginning of the turn, both players check the amount of acFvaFon
points available on the Turn Record Track; each point allows the
acFvaFon of a formaFon: a Confederate Division or a Union Corps.
ExcepFon: the 1st (Reynolds), 3rd (Sickles) and 6th (Sedgwick) Union
Corps may be acFvated at the cost of 1 acFvaFon point only if all their
units are north of the Rappahannock; as soon as they move with one or
more units South of the Rappahannock (in other words, if they move in
Confederate territory) it needs two acFvaFon points to acFvate them.
Players decide secretly and separately the formaFons to acFvate,
selecFng the appropriate chits, adding to them their 'Independent' chit
and placing them all in the same cup where they can be shuﬄed and pull
out alternately during the turn.
Players pull out the command chits from the cup. When a formaFon is
drawn, the owning player may acFvate it or pass. If the player passes, the
formaFon cannot be acFvated anymore during the turn.
Example: turn 3, the Confederate player has 3 acDvaDon points; he
decides to acDvate the Anderson, Stuart and McLaws divisions: he takes
the three corresponding command chits and places them in the cup
together with the 'Independent' chit. The Union player has 4 acDvaDon
points: he decides to acDvate Corps III - XI - XII and V; he takes the
corresponding command chits and places them in the same cup, together
with his 'Independent' chit; note that the acDvaDon of Corps III costs only
1 point as this Corps currently has no units south of the Rappahannock.
Note that FormaFon Commanders can only acFvate military units
belonging their own formaFon, or without a speciﬁc designaFon
(independent) or formaFons under the 'detachment' marker.
Example: Couch will only be able to command II Corps units, with the
green color band, as well as a Unionist unit that does not belong to a
speciﬁc formaDon and is within his command range. More, he will be
able to command all units under the 'detachment' marker. Anderson may
command units of his division, with the red band, in addiDon to a
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Confederate unit not belonging to a speciﬁc formaDon and that is within
his command range. More, He will be able to command all units under
the 'detachment' marker.
FormaFon acFvaFon
The extracted command chit is placed on the map, near, beside or above
a unit of its formaFon. It may also be placed adjacent to enemy units. All
units of its formaFon that are within its command radius, expressed in
hexes, can be acFvated, i.e. they can move, bombard and/or combat.
The command radius cannot cross enemy units or forbidden terrain.
Together with the units of the formaFon, an independent unit within the
command range may also be acFvated, but it can’t be acFvated again for
the current turn (just once). Units under the detachment marker may be
acFvated together with the formaFon. The command chit remains on the
map unFl the end of the turn.
Confederate Higher Commanders may acFvate any cavalry unit from
Stuart's division instead of an independent unit.
Detachment
Both players have a 'Detachment' marker that allows them
to acFvate, once per turn, together with the acFvaFon of a
formaFon, friendly units of a diﬀerent formaFon or
independent units that are within the command range of
the formaFon's commander or high commander just
acFvated.
The 'Detachment' marker can be used as soon as it is needed, by placing
it in a hex on the map; thereaUer, the units under the marker may move
and ﬁght together with the units of the acFvated formaFon. Once used,
the 'Detachment' marker remains on the map and is removed at the end
of the turn.
Units or stacks previously acFvated in the turn cannot be detached. Also,
even if their formaFon is acFvated later during the same turn, previously
detached units are considered inacFve.
Higher Commanders
In addiFon to the formaFon Commanders, players also have some
counters represenFng the Higher Commanders: Hooker for the Union
player, Lee, Jackson and Longstreet for the Confederate player. These
counters allow the acFvaFon and coordinaFon of mulFple formaFons
simultaneously. Note that they have a larger command radius, expressed
in hexes, than Division and Corps Commanders. The value on the counter
is the Command Factor, it indicates the maximum number of formaFons
that may be acFvated by the High Commander during the turn. Higher
Commanders can also acFvate all independent units within their
command range.
If a player decides to use an High Commander, he selects the formaFons
to acFvate simultaneously, uses the necessary acFvaFon points and
places their command markers in the High Commander Box on the map
with their boNom side turned up; in their place, in the cup, he places the
High Commander chit. When the High Commander is extracted, he is
placed on the map as the FormaFon Commanders: all units belonging to
the formaFons whose command marker is in the High Commander's box,
together with independent units and units under the 'detachment'
marker, within his command range, are automaFcally acFvated; from
now on they move and conduct combat as if they were a single
formaFon. Higher Commanders can only be used in alternate turns. No
addiFonal command points are required for their acFvaFon.
Example: on turn 3, the Union player has 4 acDvaDon points; he selects
the XI and XII Corps markers by placing them in the 'High Commander
Box' on the map; he places the Hooker chit instead of Corps
commanders’chits in the cup from which the chits are drawn;
furthermore, since he also has two acDvaDon points, he selects the V and
II Corps and places the chits in the same cup, together with his
Independent chit. The Union player may use Hooker again from turn 5.
The player does not gain any extra acDvaDon points by using the High
Commander marker. What he gains is a coordinated acDon: all acDvated
units of the XI and XII Corps move and ﬁght together under Hooker, while
in the usual command chit pull procedure the formaDons are not
acDvated in a coordinate way.

Independent AcFvaFon
Every turn, including night turns, players have the chance to acFvate
some units independently from the acFvaFon of the formaFons. Once
the 'Independent' chit has been drawn, it is placed on the map next to
the designated units, provided they have not already been acFvated in
that turn. The command radius in this case is 1 hex. The maximum
number of units you may acFvate in this way is 3; they do not have to
belong to the same formaFon. These units can not be acFvated again
later during the current turn. The 'Independent' chit does not cost
acFvaFon points.
9 - MOVEMENTS
Once a formaFon has been acFvated, its units in command may move
individually or as a stack. Movement is voluntary, a player may move all,
part or none of his units. Units are not obliged to use all movement
points availabile. Single units or stacks must complete movement before
starFng with the next one. The number of hexes a unit can move is given
by its movement factor; the unit must always have enough movement
points available to enter each hex it moves into or hexside it crosses (in
other words, there is no minimum movement of one hex regardless of
the terrain cost); the number of movement points it spends depends on
the type of hex (and hexside, if applicable) as indicated in the Terrain
Eﬀects Table. It is forbidden to enter or cross hexes occupied by enemy
units.
Movement in contact with enemy units
Entering any non-wood hex adjacent to an enemy unit costs 1 addiFonal
movement point. Enemy units that come into contact with the moving
unit may move in their opponent’s turn (see the 'Breaking Contact' rule).
Enemy units on the opposite side of the Rappahannock and Rapidan
rivers are considered adjacent for the purpose of this rule.
Breaking contact with the enemy
Any unit of infantry, arFllery, horse arFllery, skirmishers (or stacking
composed exclusively of these types of units) may retreat one hex if the
enemy moves into an adjacent hex. Units breaking contact cannot move
adjacent to other enemy units unless the retreat hex is already occupied
by friendly units.
If a stack decides to break contact then all its units must move, even to
diﬀerent hexes; the starFng hex must be leU empty.
If it cannot fulﬁll this condiFon then it cannot break contact. This opFon
must be exercised immediately. There is no limit to the number of Fmes
that this acFon can be executed by the same unit or by the same
stacking. Breaking contact only temporarily interrupts the movement of
the unit that caused this eﬀect: the unit's movement can resume if it sFll
has movement points available. Cavalry may break contact with the
enemy moving two hexes, always if it does not end movement adjacent
to enemy units. Breaking contact is not allowed in night turns.
Road Movement
Roads negate terrain costs; in addiFon, major roads facilitate unit
movement, as indicated on the Terrain Eﬀects Table.
Units that move enFrely by road add 1 movement point to their total
availability.
Leaving the map
In some cases players may move their units oﬀ the map as speciﬁed in
the victory condiFons.
When a player wants to take advantage of such condiFons he simply sets
the exited units aside, their value in step levels will be calculated at the
end of the game. Leaving a road hex and move oﬀ the maps costs 1
movement point. Units that leU the map cannot come back.
Forced March
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Only one formaFon per game turn can make forced march.
A special marker is placed on the formaFon command’s counter that is
using forced march.
In order to use this type of movement, units can start in contact with
enemy units but can never enter hexes adjacent hexes to the enemy.
No unit in the force marching formaFon may aNack or bombard that turn.
However, they can be aNacked; if aNacked during the same turn in which
they used the forced march they apply a -1 modiﬁer to one of their die
rolls for each combat in which they are involved.
At the end of the movement a die is rolled for the formaFon that made
the forced march: with a result of 1 or 2 a step loss is removed by any
unit belonging to the formaFon.
Out of supply, disorganized or demoralized units cannot perform this type
of movement.

another hex thus exhausDng his availability of movement and following
the Union brigades that, worried, breaks contact again moving inside
Richardsville. Thomas Brigade moves into the woods, paying 2 movement
points; then, it moves along the main road towards Richardsville (and
pays half a movement point) arriving in open terrain adjacent to the
Northern brigades (and adds another movement point). Lane's brigade
completes its enDre movement along the major road towards
Richardsville (1.5 movement points), also arriving in open terrain adjacent
to the enemy (one addiDonal movement point).

Enemy units’s visibility
You can inspect enemy stacking only if friendly units are adjacent to it.
Dummy markers [OPTIONAL]
Both players have 'Dummy' markers represenFng ghost
units that may be used to hide unit stacking and confuse
the enemy about formaFon’s real composiFon.
Dummy markers can only be used together with real units,
without exceeding the allowed number of units per stack (4
units per hex).
Players may place their Dummy markers at the beginning of each turn on
top of their units, even with skirmishers alone in a hex, and remove them
at any Fme.
Dummies can never move alone but must always move with their stack,
even in case of contact break, and they retreat or advance with the real
units of their stack. Dummy markers cannot be used to absorb loss levels.

10 - RIVERS AND FORD
Rappahannock and Rapidan are the two major rivers across the
baNleﬁeld; infantry, cavalry and arFllery can cross the Rappahannock only
through pontoons built on the fords.
Opposing units on the opposite side of the Rappahannock and Rapidan
rivers are considered adjacent, even if no combat is allowed.
Rapidan fords, idenFﬁed by a special symbol, may be crossed without
pontoons by paying an addiFonal 2 movement points (not if raining).
The supply line cannot pass through a Rappahannock ford without a
pontoon; it is always possible to resupply through the Rapidan fords,
even without a pontoon, when it is not raining.
The minor rivers Po and Ny, if it doesn't rain, can always be crossed with
an addiFonal 2 movement points cost.

Example: the Confederate player moves his Heth Brigade along the road,
towards the Union Von Gilsa Brigade, paying 1 movement point to which
he adds another point because he entered a hex adjacent to the enemy
moving in open terrain. Von Gilsa decides to break the contact and moves
one hex along the road towards Richardsville. Heth, who sDll has 2
movement points available, conDnues to move along the road, arriving
again adjacent to Von Gilsa and another northern brigade, Mc Lean,
paying, in this case, only another movement point because even if he is
adjacent to the enemy, he is moving in the woods.
Von Gilsa and Mc Lean break contact again, both moving one hex
towards Richardsville. Heth conDnues the movement in the woods of

Players can build pontoons across major or minor rivers. The Union player
has 6 pontoons, while the Confederate player has only one pontoon.
Confederate pontoon can only be used due to a special event.
Pontoons do not have combat factors. They cannot be used to absorb
losses.
For resupply purposes, pontoons can connect two adjacent hexes that
contain unconnected roads separated by a river.
11 - PONTOONS
Pontoon Building
In order to to build a pontoon, the player must have an acFvated and in
command infantry unit (not skirmishers) that has not moved in that turn,
in the same ford’s hex in case of a major river or in any hex adjacent to
the river in case of minor rivers. If these condiFons are met then the
pontoon is placed on the the ford’s hexside. From that moment onward
friendly units can cross the ford paying 1 addiFonal movement point. If
an enemy unit is adjacent to an under construcFon pontoon, the player
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must roll a die: the construcFon is succesful with a result of 4, 5 or 6,
otherwise it is lost. It can be retried in the following turns. Each infantry
unit can make only one build pontoon aNempt per turn. The unit that has
built or aNempted to build the pontoon may not move or aNack in the
same turn.

table; roll a die, apply the modiﬁers to the bombardment and ﬁnd the
result on the table.
Results’ explanaFon
✦ DIS: one unit (defender's choice) of the target type becomes

disorganized; if already disorganized, it becomes demoralized.
✦ 1: a unit of the defender's choice of the type indicated as the target

receive one step loss.
✦ 1DIS: one unit of the defender's choice of the type indicated as

target receive one step loss and is disorganized; if already
disorganized it becomes demoralized.

Dismantling pontoons
The Union player, during his own turn, may dismantle a pontoon by
simply declaring it and removing it from the map; there need not be
adjacent friendly units; it can be used again from the next turn. If an
enemy unit is adjacent to the pontoon, the player must roll a die: removal
occurs with a result of 4, 5 or 6, otherwise it is failed. A pontoon can also
be dismantled by retreaFng forces as they cross it: removal occurs with a
roll of 4, 5 or 6. The Confederate player can never dismantle pontoons in
order to build them in another locaFon.
Seizing and destroying Pontoon
An infantry unit that moves to or is adjacent to a pontoon with no enemy
units adjacent to it, can destroy it by simply declaring it and removing it
from the game, spending 2 movement points. AlternaFvely, it may decide
to capture the pontoon and use it, again spending 2 movement points. A
pontoon can be captured several Fmes during the course of the game,
unFl it is destroyed.
The bridges already on the map on the minor rivers (Po and Ny) can
never be destroyed.

Example: The acDve Walker and Nelson arDllery bombard the Von Gilsa
Brigade, in clear terrain; the la]er decides to use breastworks; the
combined combat factor of the bombarding units is 4; the Confederate
player rolls a die and gets 5; Since the target unit is in open terrain, the
dice should be increased by +1, but due to the eﬀect of the breastworks
(-1 to the dice) the result remains unchanged, giving as ﬁnal eﬀect, on the
arDllery table, 1, which means for the Von Gilsa brigade the loss of one
step.
13 - SKIRMISHER
Skirmishers are units with a combat value of 1, and no
movement capabiliFes. At the beginning of the game their
number is ﬁxed at ten for the Confederate and six for the
Union; as the turns pass their number conFnuosly
decrease.
They can be generated during the game by infantry brigades, at the
beginning, during or at the end of their movement, before aNacking; or
by the defender in an engaged in combat hex.
Skirmishers are placed together with the unit that generated them, even
in contact with the enemy, or alone, in an adjacent hex, provided it is not
in contact with the enemy.

Confederate Pontoon
During the course of the game, the Confederate player can either seize
Union pontoons or build his own pontoon if a special event occours.
When this happens, Confederate forces can use a pontoon to cross
Rappahannock and Rapidan exactly like Union forces.
12 - BOMBARDMENTS
ArFllery units, once acFvated, may either ﬁght or bombard enemy units
or stacks up to two hexes away; arFllery units may not parFcipate in
combat in the same turn in which they bombard. Bombarding ArFllery
units are marked with a 'Fired' marker, as reminder. Remove the marker
at the end of turn.
Bombardment occurs at the end of the unit's movement and before
combat. The combat factor of an arFllery unit cannot be divided among
several target hexes.
ArFllery units ﬁring at the same hex at the same Fme must add their
combat factors, always using only a single die.
A hex can only be bombed once per acFvaFon.
Bombardment obstacles
Bombardment is always possible in the adjacent hex. If the target is two
hexes away and all hexes between the arFllery and the target are woods
or town, bombardment is not allowed.
Bombardment Procedure
The acFve player indicates bombarding arFllery units and their target
hex. If the target hex is a stack with both arFllery and infantry/cavalry, the
acFve player must declare which type of unit is the target: a unit of that
type will receive bombardment damage. The defender may place a
breastwork if he likes; then, the acFve player adds up the combat factor
of the bombarding units, idenFfying the appropriate row on the arFllery

Example: A stack moves; generates a skirmisher in the hex just le` (A);
moves another hex, arriving adjacent to the enemy and generates
another skirmisher (B).
Several units of skirmishers can be stacked in an hex. Normal stacking
limits must be respected. Once placed on the map, they can only be
removed due to combat results or in night turn: all skirmishers on the
map may be removed during the night turn.
An infantry brigade may generate a maximum of one skirmisher counter
per acFvaFon.
Skirmishers cannot move or break contact on their own and must be
stacked with infantry brigades in order to do so.
They can aNack only if stacked with other units. They can advance or
retreat following combat results.
An alone skirmisher defending a hex, as he is the only occupant, can roll a
maximum of one die.
Skirmishers can be used to absorb losses. Once eliminated they are
removed from the map and placed in the Losses Box. Eliminated
skirmishers are moved from the Loss Box to the Available Skirmishers Box
in the night turns and are available again at the start of the next day turn,
except for one, which is permanently removed from play. This procedure
is repeated for each night turn. In other words, every day, starFng on the
second day of the campaign, one of the skirmishers used to absorb losses
is permanently removed. The skirmishers can be bombarded but are not
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subject to the DisorganizaFon or DemoralizaFon result. They cannot build
Breastworks. Skirmishers are always in supply.
Extra Skirmishers (OpFonal)
Some addiFonal skirmishers are provided, parFcularly for the Northern
player, disFnguishable by the word EXTRA on the counter; they can be
used to favor less experienced players. The choice of whether to use
them and in what number is leU to the players.
14 - COMBAT
AUer movement phase and bombardment phase, and generally only
during day turns, acFve units can aNack adjacent enemy units.
Combat is voluntary, you are never obliged to aNack; if a counter or a
stack decides to ﬁght it must engage all adjacent enemy units unless they
are already aNacked by other units or stacks, or the aNacker is in a wood
hex; in this case the aNacker can decide which hex(es) to aNack.
A stack can divide its aNacks by assigning each unit to a diﬀerent combat.
Example: a stack in open terrain is adjacent to three hexes occupied by
the enemy; if it wants to a]ack, since it is in open terrain, it must a]ack
all three hexes either in one combat (add all three hexes defenders’
combat factors) or in three separate combats. Both are valid opDons.
If the three hexes occupied by the defender have diﬀerent terrain eﬀects,
the defender chooses which modiﬁer to apply to the combat, if the a]ack
is against all three defenders in one combat.
A unit (or stack) can be aNacked simultaneously by all surrounding hexes;
simply, all units aNacking a hex and all defending units add up their
combat factors and resolve the combat.
The aNacker decides the order of combat; one combat must be resolved
by applying the results before moving to the next.
Procedure
For each combat, the total aNack value is calculated by adding the
combat factors of all aNacking units and dividing it by the sum of the
defenders' combat factors, thus obtaining a force raFo, rounded down if
necessary. This raFo indicates the number of dice that the aNacker and
defender, respecFvely, will roll to resolve the combat. An additonal dice
is added for each side.
Example: a raDo of 3 to 1 means that the a]acker will roll 4 dice and the
defender 2 dice.
The aNacker rolls his dice ﬁrst and applies any modiﬁers; each result of 5
or more eliminates one step of the enemy's forces. AUer the aNacker, the
defender also rolls his dice, in the same way. The eﬀects of the combat is
immediately applied to the units involved before moving to the next
combat.
The combat workﬂow in detail is the following:
✦ A) Determine aNacking units, the aNacked hex and the units

defending it.
✦ B) Defender may deploy a skirmish unit.
✦ C) Defender decides whether or not to place a breastwork, if not

already present in the hex.
✦ D) strength raFo is calculated and number of dice for aNacker and

defender is determinated. Both increase their number of dice by 1
and further modiﬁed as a result of breastworks and forFﬁcaFons.
✦ E) both players decide how to distribute the bonuses (ﬁrst the
aNacker and then the defender).
✦ F) roll dice and apply results (ﬁrst the defender and then the
aNacker). The eﬀects of breastworks and forFﬁcaFons are also
applied (loss of one aNacker step if one less die has not been
removed from the aNacker ﬁrst). The ﬁrst loss, aUer those
eventually aNributed to the skirmishers, must always be absorbed
by the infantry, if present.
✦ G) Apply any retreats.

Combat Modiﬁers
Regardless of the modiﬁers used, the number of dice that defender and
aNacker have at their disposal during a combat is never below one die; in
other words, they can always roll at least one die.
Terrain
When the defender occupies certain types of terrain or the aNacker has
to cross some parFcular hexsides, Limits apply to the number of dice to
be used as posiFve or negaFve modiﬁers as indicated on the Terrain
Eﬀects Table. These eﬀects only apply if all aNacking units must cross that
parFcular hexside. These modiﬁers are not cumulaFve and the defender
chooses which one to apply.
In any case, the number of dice to be rolled can never exceed the limit set
by the Terrain Eﬀects Table for that parFcular hex where the defender is
located.
Encirclement
If a unit or stack is aNacked by units in opposite hexes or by units in three
diﬀerent hexes separated by empty hexes the aNacker beneﬁts from an
extra die.
Breastworks
Breastworks in combat automaFcally cause the aNacker to
suﬀer one step loss or reduce his die availability for combat
by one, defender's choice. Breastworks are automaFcally
placed on top of a unit or stack that is the target of an
aNack (or bombardment) if the defender so wishes, before
combat odds determinaFon. It is not possible to place more than one
Breastwork marker on a single hex. They cannot be placed on forFﬁcaFon
or Fredericksburg hexes. Breastworks are removed when the hex no
longer contains units of the army that built it or during night turns.
Skirmisher units do not count for the purposes of this rule (i.e., they
cannot be the only occupants of a hex with Breastworks).
If the defender decides to retreat from a hex with Breastworks aUer a
combat result, he immediately becomes Disorganized and receive the
appropriate marker. If it was already Disorganized then it becomes
Demoralized (the Disorganized marker is replaced by the Demoralized
marker).
If a hex with a Breastwork marker adjacent to the enemy is abandoned
during a day turn by all units as a result of movement, remove the
breastwork marker and all units in the stack that occupied it become
Disorganized or, if they were already Disorganized, become Demoralized
(to avoid this eﬀect it is suﬃcient to withdraw only some of the units).
Skirmishers do not count for the purposes of this rule (i.e., if they are the
only units occupying that hex, the Breastwork marker is removed and the
other units that moved become Disorganized or, if applicable,
Demoralized). The aNacker who advances aUer combat and abandons
one of his breastworks does not become Disorganized or Demoralized.
ForFﬁcaFons
There are permanent forFﬁcaFons in the Fredericksburg area, under
Confederate player’s control. If they are aNacked, they automaFcally
cause one step loss to the aNacker and increase by one die the availability
of defense dice. It is not possible to remove forFﬁcaFons from the game.
A red doNed border indicates the sides the forFﬁcaFons are oriented. If
they are aNacked from sides other than those they are oriented towards,
they lose their eﬀecFveness slightly and are treated as Breastworks for
combat purposes.
If they are abandoned while the enemy is adjacent their eﬀect is
considered the same as Breastworks.
Elite Unit Modiﬁers
Some units have a number inserted in a white circle. This number
represents the greatest eﬀecFveness of that unit (combat bonus) and
may be added to or subtracted from the dice value when the unit is
engaged in combat, either in aNack or defense. The combat bonus points
may be assigned to the dice as the players wishes, all available points
may aﬀect a single die roll or may be divided on diﬀerent dice rolls. The
player must specify, before rolling the dice, how many points he will use
to inﬂuence that roll. For each hex engaged in combat, either in aNack or
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defense, a maximum of 2 modiﬁers can be used: one for arFllery and one
for infantry/ cavalry.

ANacking units or stacks are not obliged to aNack disorganized enemy
units or stacks.

Events
Some events may have modiﬁers that can be used in combat; their use is
speciﬁed in the event descripFon.

DemoralizaFon Eﬀects
Demoralized units can never remain or enter a hex adjacent
to the enemy, and cannot aNack or bombard; they maintain
their movement ability but cannot perform forced march. If
the enemy moves adjacent to them they must retreat one
hex following the rules of retreat aUer combat.
Units that become demoralized adjacent to the enemy must retreat
immediately; if they cannot, they are eliminated.
During a night turn all DemoralizaFon markers are removed and a
DisorganizaFon counter is placed instead, provided the unit does not
have an 'Out of Supply' (OOS) counter.

Combat Results
Each roll of every single die with a result equal to or greater than 5 inﬂicts
one step loss to the enemy. Whoever suﬀers the losses determines how
to distribute them among the forces involved in the combat, with the
following eﬀects:
✦ A unit possessing a single force level, or a reduced unit, is

eliminated from play if it suﬀers a loss.
✦ A unit that has two force levels is ﬂipped to show the reduced side

when it suﬀers a loss, it is eliminated if it suﬀers two losses.
AUer receiving the ﬁrst step loss, the defender may reduce his losses by
one step level (and one only) by withdrawing all his units by one hex.

Advance aaer combat
The aNacker may advance into the hex(es) vacated by the defender(s)
with some or all of the units that parFcipated in the aNack, respecFng
the normal stacking limits.

Rule of 6 [OPTIONAL]
Whenever the aNacker rolls the Combat dice and gets an unmodiﬁed 6,
he may choose which enemy unit will suﬀer the loss (also arFllery units);
alternaFvely, he may use this result to force the defender to retreat; this
choice must be made immediately, before further losses are assigned. If
the aNacker forces the defender to retreat, the defender can no longer
choose to retreat to reduce his losses.
In the case of mulFple 6 result, it is not possible to inﬂict more than one
step loss to the same unit, unless it is the only unit in the hex.
Also the defender, if he gets an unmodiﬁed 6, may decide which aNacking
unit will receive the loss. AlternaFvely, he may use the result to cancel
the mandatory retreat imposed by '6' result of the aNacker.
Example: The a]acker rolls three dice with 1 combat bonus that he adds
to the ﬁrst die: with results respecDvely of '4', which becomes '5' with the
bonus, '6' and '2' he inﬂicts two losses on the enemy and can choose
which opposing unit to a]ribute the ﬁrst loss (in this case the second loss
is chosen by the defender unless he decides to replace it with a retreat) or
impose a retreat (in this case the defender chooses which of his units to
a]ribute the loss). If in the same combat the defender rolls two dice and
obtains '3' and '6': he can choose which a]acking unit must lose one force
level or cancel the mandatory retreat decided by the a]acker.
Retreat aaer combat result
In the case of retreat aUer combat, whether imposed by the aNacker as a
result of a '6' or chosen by the defender to cancel a loss, the retreat
aﬀects all the defender's units even if placed in more than one hex, as
long as they are involved in the same combat.
The retreat allows the unit to move one hex towards its own lines and
supply sources, if possible choosing empty hexes and avoiding passing
next to enemy units. If the retreaFng unit ends its movement in a hex
already occupied by the maximum number of units, it must conFnue its
retreat to the ﬁrst hex allowed.
It is allowed to end the retreat adjacent to the enemy.
It is not possible to retreat outside the game map or through enemy units
or impassable terrain. If retreat is not possible, the units are eliminated.
If a Breastwork or Fortress is abandoned during the retreat, all retreaFng
units become disorganized.
If they were already disorganized they become demoralized.
DisorganizaFon Eﬀects
Disorganized units cannot aNack or bombard, but defend
themselves normally and maintain their ability to move.
They cannot perform forced march. The marker is removed
at the end of the acFvaFon, if the unit was acFvated
without moving, or during a night turn, provided the unit
does not have an 'Out of Supply' (OOS) marker.

Example: The Confederate Hill Division is acDve: it moves adiacent to
some units of Howard's Union XII Corps and a]acks. Pender, Thomas, and
Lane brigades together with Walker, Nelson and the skirmishers in the
Pender hex will a]ack Von Gilsa, while Heth and the skirmishers in the
same hex will a]ack Buschbeck. The Mc Gowan brigade is stacked with
another skirmisher unit, since it is in open terrain, if it wants to a]ack, will
have to simultaneously a]ack the three adjacent Union units (Barlow, Mc
Lean and Schirmer).
First combat: Von Gilsa places breastworks and a skirmish unit; this brings
his combat strength to 4. The a]ackers have a total combat value of 16
points; this would give a combat raDo of 4:1 however Von Gilsa is
surrounded by Nelson and Pender so the a]acker has an extra die.
Moreover, the a]acking brigades have a total combat bonus of + 4 (white
circle bonus).
The total number of dice that the Confederate player can roll is 6 (4+1+1),
while for the Union player the total number of dice is 2 (1+1).
Von Gilsa, however, uses the eﬀect of the breastworks to remove a
combat die from the Confederate player, thus denying the encirclement
eﬀect. The Confederate player declares that two bonus points will go on
the ﬁrst roll and the other two on the second roll, while the last three rolls
will not have any modiﬁers and rolls the dice in succession obtaining
3-4-4-5-1; the rolls are modiﬁed by the bonuses and the results are:
5-6-4-5-1. This means that the Confederate player inﬂicts three steps
losses to the enemy (each result of 5 or more obtained with the dice). The
Union player rolls his two dice and gets 5-1, he inﬂicts one step loss to the
Confederate player. Note that the 6 obtained by the a]acker is the result
of adding the bonus, so it is not considered a '6' without modiﬁers.
To saDsfy the combat result, the Union player eliminates the skirmisher
and ﬂips Von Gilsa's counter to the reduced side, then eliminates the
breastworks and retreats, disorganized, into the Richardsville hex.
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The Confederate player eliminates a skirmisher, thus saDsfying the
combat result, and advances into the vacated hex with Thomas, Lane and
Walker brigades.
Now it is Heth's turn to a]ack Buschbeck: the raDo is 1:1 so both roll two
dice each; note that Buschbeck does not place Breastworks or Skirmishers
and gives the bonus to his ﬁrst die.
Heth obtains 4-2, nothing happens; Buschbeck rolls 5-3 which, modiﬁed
by his bonus, becomes a 6 and thus inﬂicts a step loss on the Confederate
player who, to saDsfy the loss, eliminates the skirmisher unit.
Mc Gowan, considering the posiDve outcome of the previous ﬁghts,
decides to a]ack. Since he is in the open ﬁeld he is obliged to a]ack all
adjacent enemy units that are not already engaged; his combat strength
with the skirmisher is 5, while the total combat strength of Barlow,
McLean and Schirmer is 10; the combat raDo is therefore 1 to 2; the
Confederate player rolls 2 dice and the Union player 3; at the last roll the
Union adds the bonus of Schirmer's arDllery, + 1. The result for the
Confederate player is 6-2, and he inﬂicts one step loss to the enemy, also
choosing which unit to a]ribute it to. The rolls for the Northern player are
6-6-3, so again the player eliminates two levels of strength to the enemy,
choosing which enemy units will absorb the losses. The Confederate
player chooses to eliminate one force level from Schirmer's arDllery,
whose counter is turned, while the Union player inﬂicts one step of losses
to Mc Gowan's brigade and one to the skirmisher, eliminaDng it.

A friendly supply source can be occupied by enemy units. If this happens,
that supply source is no longer valid for supply purposes as long as it
remains occupied.
Cavalry and skirmishers are always in supply.
Eﬀects of being out of supply
✦ Out of Supply units receive an 'Out of Supply' (OOS) marker.
✦ Units that already have an 'Out of Supply' marker and are sFll out

of supply also become disorganized.
✦ Units that already have an 'Out of Supply' marker and are

disorganized also become demoralized.
✦ Units that are out of supply and are demoralized lose one step

level.
✦ Units out of supply in combat apply a penalty of minus one (-1) to

each die. This penalty also applies if out-of-supply units ﬁght
alongside supplied friendly units.
16 - RECOVERY
During night turns, units that have suﬀered losses may recover one step
level, provided 1) they are not adjacent to enemy units and 2) they’re in
supply. Only one unit per formaFon can be recovered per night turn. A
step level of any independent unit can also be recovered in the same way.
The recovery is done by returning a reduced unit to full strength by
ﬂipping the counter over.
Oﬀ-map or eliminated units can never be recovered, except as a events’
result.
17 - EVENTS [OPTIONAL]
These are special markers that may aﬀect the course of the game. Each
player puts his event chits in a personal cup. At the beginning of the
game, each player draws three event chits; then, during each night turn,
he draws another one event chit from the cup. In addiFon, during the
course of the game, when the command chit of a formaFon or the
'Independent' chit is drawn, the owner may dispense to acFvate this
formaFon and draw an event chit from the cup instead. Events can be
played during the course of the game, in any turn, at the player's opFon.
Some events can (or must) remain in play for their eﬀects; others are
removed from the game, others are put back into the event cup aUer
their use.
Each player may play a maximum of two events per turn.

Night Combat [OPTIONAL]
A special event provides the chance for a formaFon to move adjacent to
the enemy and ﬁght in a night turn. Breastworks and skirmishers cannot
be created during night turns. If already present, they may add their
eﬀects to night combat.
Entering open terrain hexes adjacent to the enemy costs 1 movement
point only, in this case.
Normal combat procedures are used.
15 - SUPPLY
In order to move and ﬁght at full eﬃciency, units must be in
supply. The supply status of each infantry and arFllery unit
is checked during the night turns, noted on the Turn Record
Track.
Units are in supply if they are within 6 movement points of
a road conFnuously connected to a friendly supply source. This road must
not be interrupted by enemy units occupying or adjacent to any of its
hexes. Friendly units on the road deny enemy interrupFons of the supply
road in the hex(es). The supply road may not cross fords on the
Rappahannock without pontoons. However, if it is not raining, it can cross
fords on the Rapidan without pontoons and smaller rivers also. For
supply purposes, building a pontoon may be useful to connect two
stretches of road separated by a major river.
Supply sources are the hexes on the map edge marked by the respecFve
symbols with colors of the two armies.

Event’s explanaFon:
CONFEDERATE
Night Aback!
An acFvated formaFon can move adjacent to the enemy and aNack.
Return to the cup aUer use.
Supply Depot
Place the chit on the map during the Supply check: all units within 4
hexes of the chit are considered in supply. Return to the cup aUer use.
Brigade Regroup
An oﬀ map destroyed unit may come back in play showing its weakest
side. The unit may be placed next to its division’s units as long as it is not
adjacent to the enemy. This event can only be played once.
Demons out of the earth
Place the chit on the map; all acFve units under or adjacent to the chit
may aNack again, even if they have already aNacked during the turn.
Return to cup aUer use.
Rebel Yell
Add an aNack die and a +1 modiﬁer to a combat in that turn. Return to
cup aUer use.
Unknown Paths
All units in a formaFon may pay for transit through wood hexes as if they
were on Open Land (1 PM). Return to the cup aUer use.
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Alexander's ArFllery
All Confederate arFllery units in a hex and adjacent hexes, that bombard
when the chit is played, gain a +1 modiﬁer. Return to the cup aUer use.
Jackson Abacks
In the turn in which it is played all units commanded by Jackson gain
three more movement points and one aNack die per combat.
Roll a die: on a roll of 1-2 Jackson is injured and exits the game.
This event can only be played once.
CSA Bridge
The Confederate pontoon may come into play; it may be placed, once
during the course of the game, following the normal rules for pontoons.
This event may only be played once.
General Retreat
Place the chit on the map: All units within 5 hexes of the chit may move
toward their supply sources with movement allowance of 7 movements
points; all units become disorganized at the end of the movement. Roll a
die for each unit: with 1-2 the unit is also demoralized. If already
disorganized or demoralized there are no addiFonal eﬀects. This event
can only be played once.
UNION
Night Aback!
An acFvated formaFon can move adjacent to the enemy and aNack.
Return to the cup aUer use.
Union supply wagons
Place the chit on the map during the Supply check: all units within 4
hexes of the chit are considered in supply. Return to the cup aUer use.
Brigade Regroup
An oﬀ map destroyed unit may come back in play showing its weakest
side. The unit may be placed next to its division’s units as long as it is not
adjacent to the enemy. This event can only be played once.
Good General
In the turn in which it is played, the Union player can acFvate an
addiFonal formaFon of his choice. It must be played in the designaFon
phase of the formaFons to be acFvated and the event must be placed in
the cup together with the command counters chosen for that turn. The
choice of the formaFon to be acFvated is made when the event is drawn.
Return to the cup aUer use.
Last eﬀort
Place the chit on the map: all adjacent units remove the 'Disorganized'
marker and the 'Demoralized' markers are replaced with the
'Disorganized' marker. Return to cup aUer use.
Steady defense
Add one die in defense and a +1 modiﬁer in a combat that turn. Return to
the cup aUer use.
Yankees Veterans!
Add an aNack die or a defense die and a +1 modiﬁer to a combat in that
turn. Return to the cup aUer use.
General Retreat
Place the chit on the map: All units within 5 hexes of the chit may move
toward their supply sources with movement allowance of 7 movements
points; all units become disorganized at the end of the movement. Roll a
die for each unit: with 1-2 the unit is also demoralized. If already
disorganized or demoralized there are no addiFonal eﬀects. This event
can only be played once.
Great Oﬀensive
Hooker can be used for two consecuFve turns. This event can be played
only once.
Corps released
Corps I or VI may be acFvated when the chit is played. AlternaFvely, the
event can be played to allow US reinforcement cavalry entering turn 11 to
cross Rapidan river or Rappahannock river southward. This event can be
played only once.

18 - CAMPAIGN GAME
For the set up of the forces follow the deployment cards.
DuraFon: the game starts on turn 1 and ends on turn 25.
Victory condiFons: those of the campaign game
Special rules
ForFﬁcaFon marker
The I and VI Corps (Union) bridgeheads have two
ForFﬁcaFon marker that give the defender the same
advantages and produce the same eﬀects as the
forFﬁcaFons printed on the map. They can never be
removed and / or used elsewhere on the map.
AcFvaFon of the I and VI Corps (Union)
These two Corps have some limitaFons: the I Corps cannot be acFvated
unFl turn 6 while the VI Corps, together with the Gibbon division of the III
Corps (Owen, Sully, Hall brigades) cannot be acFvated unFl turn 14.
These restricFons expire as soon as any unit of these formaFons is
bombed or aNacked: from the next turn both Corps and the Gibbon
division can be acFvated normally.
To release one of the two Corps, the appropriate event can also be
played; The Gibbon division is also released with the VI Corps.
LimitaFons of the Union Reserves
Union independent arFllery and infantry can never cross the
Rappahannock or Rapidan Rivers.
Stuart: Confederate cavalry limits:
The Confederate player may never cross the Rappahannock and Rapidan
rivers with Stuart cavalry, unless there are at least 10 steps of confederate
infantry and arFllery strength beyond any of the two rivers.
Union Reinforcements
US Cavalry Brigades Davis, Sargent, and McIntosh enter play on turn 11,
starFng on any road on the west edge of the west map, between
Rappahannock and Rapidan rivers; these brigades can never cross the
two rivers to the south into Confederate territory, unless the Union player
plays the 'Corps Released' event. Their acFvaFon can only take place with
the Independent or Detachment marker.
19 - SCENARIOS
The scenarios allow players to recreate some episodes of the campaign
and allow players to learn the game system. Play area and required forces
are speciﬁed on the appropriate deployment cards.
LEE MOVES
The ﬁrst Confederate forces are pushed against the advanced points of
the Union army, the bulk of which is being concentrated in
Chancellorsville.
DuraFon: From Turn 6 to Turn 8; ANV sets up ﬁrst
AcFvaFon Points (AoP/ANV): Turn 6 - 1/2, Turn 7 - 2/3, Turn 8 - 2/3
Command Counters
ANV: Jackson, Anderson, Rodes, McLaws, Independent
AoP: Meade, Slocum, Couch, Independent
Skirmisher: ANV 5, AoP 2
Special Rules
Both players can use the Detach marker. The II Corps AoP (Couch) can
only be acFvated from the turn following the one in which one of its units
is aNacked or bombed.
The Confederate player has the 'Rebel Yell' event in his possession; he can
only use it once. All units are always supplied.
Victory condiFons: The scenario is won by the player who, at the end of
Turn 8, occupies the Zoan Church hex with at least one of his units.
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JACKSON’S ATTACK
General Jackson, a`er a long roundabout march, takes the right wing of
the Army of the Potomac completely by surprise.

units are placed on the map with a die result of 5-6 in Turn 17, with a
result of 4-5-6 in Turn 18 and automaFcally in Turn 19.
All units are always supplied.

DuraFon: from Turn 13 to Turn 15; AoP sets up ﬁrst
AcFvaFon Points (AoP/ANV): Turn 13 - 1/3, Turn 14 - 2/3, Turn 15 - 1/1
Command Counters
ANV: Jackson, Hill, Rodes, Colston, Independent
AoP: Howard, Sickles, Slocum, Independent
Skirmisher: ANV 5, AoP 2

Victory condiFons: The scenario is won by the Union player as soon as he
leaves at least three brigades from the west edge of the playing area; the
Confederate player wins if at the end of Turn 19 the Union player has not
saFsﬁed his victory condiFons.

Special Rules
Both players can use the Detach counter.
The Confederate player begins the scenario with General Jackson's
acFvaFon and once his acFvaFon is complete players proceed with the
extracFon of the other command counters; Jackson can also be acFvated
again on turn Turn 14. The Confederate player has in his possession the
events 'Jackson aNacks', 'Demons out of the earth', 'Night aNack!', 'Rebel
Yell'; he can use them only once. All units are always supplied.

HypotheFcal iniFal deployment
Before starFng the game, both players place, alternately, on the Variable
Placement Map, their command counters turned to the back, in order to
hide them from the enemy, respecFng the limits indicated for each box
on the map.
Example: min 2 max 3 means that the Union player must place at least 2
command counters in the box, but maximum 3).
When all the command counters are placed on the boxes, they are turned
simultaneously by both players, revealing the side that idenFﬁes the
commander and the formaFon.
Then all the forces corresponding to each command counter on the
Variable Placement Map are deployed on the game map, respecFng the
deployment notes printed on the map. Independent units follow the
placement rules, and restricFons, of the campaign game. Corps I and VI
have no restricFons.
When all the players' forces have been placed on the game map, the
campaign may begin in the usual way.
Example: on box the Union player has placed Corps II and XII; when he
must deploy on the game map the forces of these two Corps, he can place
them within two hexes from from Ely’s/Germanna Ford.

Victory condiFons: The scenario is won by the Confederate player if at
the end of Turn 15 he occupies the Chancellorsville hex with at least one
of his units. If this condiFon is not met then the player who eliminates
the most opposing units wins.
CHANCELLORSVILLE
The Army of Northern Virginia, completely outnumbered, once again on
the a]ack.
DuraFon: from Turn 16 to Turn 18; AoP sets up ﬁrst
AcFvaFon Points (AoP/ANV): Turn 16 - 2/4, Turn 17 - 2/4, Turn 18 - 2/4
Command Counters
ANV: Lee, Hill, Rodes, Colston, Anderson, McLaws, Independent
AoP: Meade, Reynolds, Howard, Couch, Slocum, Sickles, Independent
Skirmisher: ANV 4, AoP 2

20 - VARIANTS [OPTIONAL]

Special Rules
Both players can use the Detach counter. The Confederate player has the
'Demons out of the earth' and 'Rebel Yell' events in his possession; he can
only use them once. All units are always supplied.
Victory condiFons: The scenario is won by the Confederate player as
soon as he occupies the Fairview and Chancellorsville hexes; if by the end
of Turn 18 he fails to occupy the two locaFons then the victory belongs to
the Union player.
SALEM CHURCH
The VI Corps, the most numerous of those that make up the Army of the
Potomac, moves to a]ack the heights of Marye's Heights, trying to clear
the way to the rest of the Army in Chancellorsville.
DuraFon: from Turn 16 to Turn 19; ANV sets up ﬁrst
AcFvaFon Points (AoP/ANV): Turn 16 - 1/1, Turn 17 - 1/1, Turn 18 - 1/1,
Turn 19 - 1/1
Command Counters
ANV: Early, McLaws, Independent
AoP: Sedgwick, Independent
Skirmisher: ANV 2, AoP 3
Special Rules
Both players can use the Detach marker. The AoP player has a pontoon at
his disposal. The Confederate Brigades of Mahone and Wilcox, belonging
to the Anderson Division, are considered independent units.
The Confederate player has in his possession the 'Rebel Yell' events which
can be used only once; The Union player has in his possession the 'Yankee
veterans' and 'Last eﬀort' events which can be used only once.
The availability of Confederate reinforcements is veriﬁed starFng from
Turn 17; at the beginning of the turn and before choosing the formaFons
to be acFvated, the Confederate player rolls a die: all the reinforcement

The non-parFcipaFng forces
Some forces of both armies did not parFcipate in the campaign because
they were engaged in missions far from the theater. This variant allows
you to invesFgate what would have happened if these forces had been
able to intervene. To balance the game, it is recommended to use both
Stoneman's Corps for the Union and Longstreet's divisions for
Confederates.
Stoneman's Cavalry Corps
General Stoneman's Cavalry Corps may be placed from the ﬁrst turn of
the game within one hex of Kelly's Ford. From then moment onwards it
can be acFvated as a normal Union formaFon.
Longstreet’s Divisions
From turn 6 onwards Confederate reinforcements may arrive: roll one die
for each brigade of Hood’s Division at the beginning of turns 6, 11, 16 and
21: on a roll of 4-6 the brigade arrives at Hamilton's Crossing or at any
hex of a supply sources on the southern edge of the map. When the
Hood’s division is completely deployed, PickeN’s division may start
arriving: from the next turn repeat the same procedure, ignoring the
turns already passed, with the brigades of the PickeN’s division. Hood and
PickeN are available from the same turn in which any of their brigades
comes into play. General Longstreet is available from the same turn in
which any Hood’s brigade comes into play. If the Union controls
Fredericksburg add +1 to the dice. If they also control Spotsylvania add
+2.
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GAME TIPS
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Civil War generals dreamed of the decisive baNle, where an enFre enemy
army was surrounded and annihilated. Joe Hooker's plan was just that: to
trap Lee's divisions in a giant pincer. Dreaming is not forbidden, but you
won't succeed unless your opponent is very inexperienced.
If you are Hooker, your main goal should be to get your army across the
Rappahannock river intact, and to occupy key spots like Chancellorsville's
and Spotsylvania's strategic crossroads, never uncovering your precious
bridges, but at the same Fme threatening to go out of the map toward
Richmond. Don't be afraid to divide your forces and move in diﬀerent
direcFons: if the enemy concentrates his forces against one of your
columns, you can always refuse combat and take advantage of it to gain
ground elsewhere.
If you are Lee, on the other hand, it's all about keeping your forces
together as much as possible, taking advantage of their superior mobility
and command capabiliFes, striking hard every Fme the opportunity
arises with maximum force: "fustest with the mostest", as Nathan
Bedford Forrest used to say, ungrammaFcal but eﬀecFve.
You should avoid to get crushed against the river, maintain your freedom
of acFon and aNack with preponderant forces, when the enemy stretches
his lines a liNle too far. At the very end, for both of you, the key factor is
to able always be to gather your forces at the decisive moment.
Take advantage of the main roads, which allow you to move very quickly:
if well used, roads let you to concentrate forces that apparently seemed
scaNered and have induced the enemy to disperse his own. The morale
factor is very important: keep IniFaFve and make your opponent be
scared of you, otherwise in the long run you may ﬁnd yourself in trouble.
From tacFcal point of view, the combat mechanism is designed so that, as
in reality, only those who have decided to ﬁght will do so. If you decide to
stop and wait for the enemy aNack, terrain becomes important.
The map is almost enFrely covered with forests, so avoid clearings: the
enemy lurking in the woods can see you but you can't see him, and the
arFllery strikes much harder against those in the open.
ANacking is always bloody: do it only with net superiority, when you have
a good chance of inﬂicFng losses greater than those you will certainly
suﬀer. If the enemy, aUer being engaged, begins to retreat instead of
accepFng combat, press him: you are beginning to acquire the moral
superiority that leads to victory.
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Leaders: The game features the army commanders who took part in the
baZle: Hooker for the AoP and Lee, Jackson and Longstreet
for the ANV. All four leaders have the ability to add +1 to
the combat die roll result of their units in the same area as
they are but, while Hooker can modify the die roll of only
one of his units, at the player's choice, Lee , Jackson and
Longstreet can modify the die roll of all ANV units in their area. Leaders
can be eliminated as a result of combat.

STRATEGICAL GAME

A Perfect Plan
The Chancellorsville Campaign 1863
A game from Giovanni Maccioni
Introduc)on
A Perfect Plan is a game about the Chancellorsville campaign, fought in
the spring of 1863 in Virginia’s Piedmont region during the American Civil
War. The easy-to-learn rules make the game a perfect gateway to a more
complex wargames.
How to win
Victory is awarded to the player who controls both Chancellorsville and
Fredericksburg areas at the end of the game; the control of only one of
these two areas determines a Ie result.

Map: The map represents the area where the Campaign of
Chancellorsville was fought and is divided into 27 areas. The map also
shows the turns and impulses tracks and the box of eliminated units.
Movement: the movement phase is divided into four impulses in which
the two players can move their units, always ﬁrst the player with
iniIaIve and then the player without iniIaIve, according to the
procedure described below.
Small units: detachments of regular units composed of a few hundred
men that for the purposes of the game can be used to keep
control of an area, absorb combat losses, deceive the
opponent about the strength of the stacks or to carry out
disturbing acIons.

Components
1 strategic map A3, 27 areas.
44 counters as follows:
✤ AoP: 8 formaIons (Corps I, II, III, V, VI, XI, XII and Stonemann's
division), 1 Commander (Hooker), 6 minor units, 5 trenches.
✤ ANV: 9 formaIons (Divisions Anderson, McLaws, Hill, Colston,
Early, Rodes, Stuart, Hood and PickeZ), 3 Commanders (Lee,
Jackson and Longstreet), 4 minor units, 6 trenches.

Stacking: the maximum stacking limit allowed in any single area is four
units of the same army. In the movement phase, units of the two armies
can coexist in the same area, with the limit of four units for each. At the
end of the combat phase, only one army units must stay in each area.
Trench counters do not count for stacking purposes.

1 Turn Record Marker, 1 Impulse Marker.
The use of a 6-sided dice is required.
Main deﬁni)ons and concepts
Army of Potomac (AoP): Union army commanded by General Joseph
Hooker.
Army of Northern Virginia (ANV): Confederate army commanded by
General Robert E. Lee.
Combat: occurs during the movement phase or in the combat phase
when there are units of the two armies in the same area. Combat is
resolved following the procedure described below.
Control of an area: each area is always under the control of one of the
two armies. At the start of the game, the AoP controls the areas marked
with the Union ﬂag symbol and the ANV controls the areas marked with
the Confederate ﬂag symbol. An army gains control of an area iniIally
belonging to the opposing army when only its units are present in the
area. The control of an unoccupied area goes to the player who had iniIal
control. Control of an area can then change during the movement phase
or at the end of the combat phase. (Note for players: to keep the control
of an area ini3ally belonging to the opponent, it is necessary to occupy it
with at least one of your own units, even a small unit).
Eliminated Units: units eliminated as a result of combat are immediately
placed on the Eliminated Units box. Players may recover up to three of
their eliminated units each turn according to the procedure described
below. ExcepIon: Leaders (Hooker, Lee, Jackson and Longstreet) once
eliminated cannot be recovered.
Forma)on: troops are organized in formaIons consItuted by Corps (AoP)
or Divisions (ANV). These formaIons are represented in the game by
counters bearing the name of the Corps or Division commander.
Ini)a)ve: In the ﬁrst turn, iniIaIve is assigned to the player who takes
command of the AoP. From the second round onwards, the iniIaIve is
instead assigned to the player who controls the Chancellorsville area.

Trench: players may place a trench counter in an area only if at least one
of his units is present at the cost of one movement acIon.
There can be only one trench per army in each area. The
trench counter is discarded and eliminated from the game if
it used for absorbing a combat eliminaIon result or if it is
the only counter present in an area. During the game the
AoP player can build up to 5 breastworks and the ANV player up to 6
breastworks, 1 of which was iniIally placed in Fredericksburg.
Units: this is how all the counters represenIng formaIons, small units
and leaders of the two armies are deﬁned. Each of them
has on one side (front) the idenIﬁcaIon of the unit and on
the other (back) the color and ﬂag of the army they belong
to. In all phases of the game, with the excepIon of the
combat resoluIon phase, the units are placed on the map
with their back side, in order to hide their idenIty from the opponent.
Each player can only inspect their own units, except at the Ime of
combat resoluIon. (Note for players: since the counters are posi3oned on
the map turned on the side showing the army ﬂag, it is possible to
confuse the opponent as to the real iden3ty of units un3l the 3me of the
ﬁgh3ng is resolved).
Set up of the game
Players choose an army (AoP or ANV) and proceed to the placement as
follows, ﬁrst the ANV player and then the AoP player:
- The Union player has 14 starIng units (Corps I, II, III, V, VI, XI, XII, Leader
Hooker and 6 minor units) and places up to 3 of his choice in each of the
following areas: Germanna Ford, Ely's Ford, Bank's Ford, Falmouth and
Franklin's Crossing.
- The Confederate player has 13 starIng units (Divisions Anderson,
McLaws, Hill, Colston, Early, Rodes, Stuart, Leaders Lee, and Jackson, 4
minor units) and places 2 of his choice in the Salem Church area and up
to 3 of his choice in the Fredericksburg, Hamilton's Crossing,
Guiney'sStaIon and Bowling Green areas. He also places one trench
marker in the Fredericksburg area. The Turn marker is placed on the ﬁrst
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★ It is possible to swap the posiIon of two units between two

space of the Turn Track and the Impulses marker in the ﬁrst space of the
appropriate track. The game takes place over 6 turns.

adjacent areas; this move can be repeated several Imes in the
same impulse and counts as a movement of one unit.
★ During an impulse it is possible to carry out combat in an area
where there are units of the two armies in place of the movement
of 2 own units.

Sequence of Play
-Players must follow the Sequence of Play strictly in the order given1 - Assignment of the ini)a)ve
In the ﬁrst turn, the AoP is the ﬁrst player, from the second turn on the
ﬁrst player is the one who controls the Chancellorsville area.
2 - Deployment of reinforcement units (fourth turn only)
At the start of the fourth turn the Union player places the Stonemann
counter in the Mine Run area and the Confederate player places the
Longstreet, Hood and PickeZ counters in the Bowling Green area. If the
stacking limit cannot be respected or the area is controlled by the
opponent, the entry of reinforcements is postponed to a later turn.
3 - Recovery of eliminated units
StarIng from the second turn, both players can recover up to three of
their own units each turn (formaIons and small units but not Leaders)
from those in the eliminated units box, ﬁrst the player without iniIaIve
and then the player with the iniIaIve. Players can place one eliminated
unit in each of their two dedicated areas (Falmouth and Ely's Ford for the
AoP player, Spotsylvania and Bowling Green for the ANV player), in
compliance with the stacking limit and if under their control. In addiIon,
the player who at the beginning of the turn controls Chancellorsville area
can place a third eliminated unit there. The eliminated units that cannot
be recovered remain in the appropriate box and their recovery is
postponed to a later turn. The placement on the map of eliminated units
is not considered movement. (Note for players: it is important to
maintain control of your areas dedicated to the recovery of eliminated
units and not occupy them to the maximum stacking limit; control of
Chancellorsville allows you to recover one more unit than the opponent).

5 - Combat
At the end of the movement phase, in the areas where there are units of
the two armies together, the ﬁghts take place and are resolved with this
procedure:
1) The player with the iniIaIve idenIﬁes the combat to be resolved.
2) Both players turn the counters in the combat area to the front.
3) Both players roll a die for each of their formaIon and small units
present in the area (no dice are rolled for Leaders). If in an area there are
only Leaders of the two armies, there is no combat and the Leaders are
moved to the closest area occupied by units of their army, at the choice
of the players in case of more possibiliIes.
4) The Leaders present in the combat zone add +1 to the die result of
their units but while Lee, Jackson and Longstreet modify the die roll of all
their units present in the area (even small units), Hooker modiﬁes the die
roll of a single formaIon or small unit.
5) Once all the required dice rolls have been made, the eﬀects are
applied:
✦ For each modiﬁed die roll result of a formaIon of 4 or more and

for each small unit modiﬁed die result of 6 or more one opposing
unit of the opposing player's choice is eliminated and placed in the
eliminated unit box.
✦ It is possible to aZribute an eliminaIon result to your trench
marker if present in the combat area instead of to your own unit;
the trench marker is thus permanently removed from the game.
✦ It is possible to aZribute an eliminaIon result to one of your own
Leader but it can no longer be recovered. (Note for players: to
reduce the losses caused by ﬁgh3ng, it is advisable to deploy a
trench marker in the combat area, but beware you only have a few
available for the en3re game!).

4 - Movement
The movement phase takes place in four impulses, in each of which the
two players, starIng with the player with the iniIaIve in that turn, can
move their units. In the ﬁrst impulse players can move up to 3 of their
own units, in the second impulse up to 4 units, in the third up to 3 and in
the fourth impulse up to 2 units. A unit can move in all four impulses, but
only one area at a Ime and per impulse. Movement is always voluntary
and the player can therefore choose to move any, some or all of the units
up to the maximum allowed per impulse. Movement occurs by moving a
unit to an area adjacent to the starIng one. Movements not made in one
impulse cannot be recovered in subsequent impulses. The Impulse
marker is used to record the succession of impulses on the appropriate
track.
LimitaFons:
✦ The units can only move one area per impulse and only between
neighboring and connected areas.
✦ Movement between two areas separated by a river is only allowed
if that stretch of the river is marked with arrows.
✦ In an area there can never be more than four units and a trench of
the same army at the same Ime.
✦ It is possible to move in an area that contains enemy units
respecIng the limit of four units and a trench of your army.
✦ A unit that is in an area together with opposing units can only
move to another adjacent area controlled by its own army or
where other units of your army are already present.
Special movements:
★ it is possible to replace the movement of a unit with the

placement of a trench marker in an area where at least one other
unit is already present.

6) The combat is won by the army that obtains the most results in
eliminaIng opposing units or remains the sole occupant of the area; in
the event of a Ie, the ﬁght conInues, repeaIng the procedure described
above, unIl the winner is determined.
The units of the winning army remain in the combat area and have
control over it, while the units of the defeated army must move to a
neighboring area. This movement must be carried out in an area without
ﬁghIng sIll to be resolved, which is not controlled by the opponent and
without exceeding the stacking limit. Units that fail to move within these
condiIons are considered eliminated and placed in the eliminated unit
box. (Note for players: to be able to retreat, you must have control of at
least one adjacent area, if necessary maintaining your own unit if the
area was under the opponent's control at the beginning of the game).
7) Both players ﬂip their units to the rear.
6 - End of the game turn
Ajer all ﬁghts have been resolved, the Turn Record Marker is advanced
one space on the Turn Record Track.
7 - Victory condiFon check
At the end of the sixth turn, the victory is awarded to the player who
controls both the Chancellorsville and Fredericksburg areas; control of
only one of these two areas determines a Ie result.
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[1.1] Units: soldiers are divided into squads, led by a squad leader you
choose. The number of soldiers per squad is from 2 to 10, for
convenience. A single soldier can move and act independently as if it
were a single-man squad (but this is impracFcal). Each squad is arbitrarily
assigned an experience level. To start, the soldiers are all Regulars (level
3, see quality and successes table). Have fun trying various combinaFons.
Soldiers in the same squad must all have the same experience level. To
consider themselves units, soldiers must be within 3 cm of each other, in
any formaFon (cloud, chain, line, etc....)

TACTICAL GAME

The Red Die Of Courage
A skirmish system between brave soldiers, old-Fme
gentlemen and lucky players
A game from Giuseppe Tamba
THE RED DIE OF COURAGE is a simple skirmish system to reproduce in a
fast, easy and funny way small ﬁreﬁghts during the American Civil War.
The system is an open toolbox: aUer a few games, players may have fun
modifying the rules to suit their own playing style, and their own idea of
skirmish. To play the game, besides the paper soldiers contained in GIVE
US VICTORIES, you need a tape measure in cenFmeters, a handful of d6
dice of the same color, and some diﬀerent colored d6 dice, possibly red,
for each player.
The enFre mechanic is based on calculated risk: the more dice you decide
to roll, the greater the probability of success, but the higher the risk of a
disastrous ﬁasco.
So, the basic principles are these:
1. For each acFvaFon you can roll as many dice as you want! At
least two, there is no maximum. But the more you roll, the
more likely you are to meet disaster.
2. "4-5-6" on a die represent a success (see success table). Each
success beyond the ﬁrst increases the success level by one,
e.g., two successes are a fair success, ﬁve successes are an
amazing success.
3. Rolling two "1" on the dice is a failure, the acFvaFon fails,
regardless of how many successes were achieved. The iniFaFve
passes to the enemy.
4. Three or more "1" on the dice are a disaster, the acFvaFon
fails, the iniFaFve passes to the opponent, you must roll 1d6 on
the disaster table, and add 2 courage dice (preferably red) to
your acFvaFon dice pool.
5. If a rule, modiﬁer, or table entry doesn't convince you,
change it: skirmish games are related to role-playing games and
are subject to modiﬁcaFons at will.
SUCCESS/QUALITY/ MOVEMENT TABLE
Kind of Success

Troop Quality

Number of
success

Movements (in
cenFmetres)

Epic

-

7+

-

Outstanding

-

6

-

Amazing

Elite

5

-

Excellent

Veterans

4

40

Good

Regolars

3

30

Fair

Milizia

2

20

Mere

Rabble

1

10

[2.0] IniFaFve: The Confederate player starts the game with the iniFaFve,
chooses a unit, and acFvates it by rolling the number of dice he considers
appropriate. Then, whenever two or more "1 " are rolled on the
acFvaFon roll, the iniFaFve passes to the enemy. The game has no real
turns: the iniFaFve passes from one side to the other unFl the game
ends. The same squad may be acFvated consecuFvely unFl its facFon
loses iniFaFve; however, for each consecuFve acFon of the same type
the player must add a die, in addiFon to those it decides to roll, to the
acFvaFon pool.
[3.0] AcFvaFon: the player declare to acFvate a unit to execute an acFon,
and decides how many dice he wants to roll. The minimum is two, but
there is no maximum. The number of dice does not depend on the
number of soldiers in the squad, but represents the risk a<tude. The red
courage dice must be added to the dice you choose to roll, as they
gradually accumulate. The red dice are not speciﬁc to a single squad but
are of the enFre facFon (US or CSA). At the beginning the player does not
have any, then he will accumulate them following the results of the ﬁght.
The red dice represent the fricFon of the baNle and its impact on the
troops' morale. If two "1'" are rolled, it is a ﬁasco, the acFvaFon fails and
the IniFaFve passes to the enemy. If 3 or more "1'" are rolled, it's a
disaster, the acFvaFon fails, the iniFaFve passes to the opponent and two
red dice must be added to the acFvaFon pool. You must also roll 1d6 on
the Disaster Table.
DISASTER TABLE

1

Confused - the unit remains staFonary and do nothing for an
acFvaFon (i.e., it is acFvated, but performs no acFons; pinned
marker for reminder

2

CauFous - the unit retreats 20 cm to the nearest cover and sets
up for defense

3

Doubmul - the leader is in crisis, -2 successes on the next
acFvaFon, but carry on with this one.

4

Hesitant - add 2 red dice to your acFvaFon pool

5

Fearful - the unit retreats 30 cm towards its own lines and 1d6
soldiers skedaddle (remove soldiers -they may return)

6

Run for your life! The unit becomes disbanded, all its soldiers
run away if they are more than 30 cm from the enemy and are
removed from the table (Rout marker for reminder); if they are
within 30 cm from the enemy they all surrender.

Red dice are accumulated by each player (not single squad), and increase
as the ﬁghFng progresses. Each player will have his own pool of red dice,
which he adds to the dice roll for acFvaFon. Red dice can be managed
through the special acFon Rally! [3.4].

[1.0] Set up: players decide how to set up the baNleﬁeld, keeping in mind
these guidelines: a) the baNleﬁeld must be at least 120 x 80 cm, if bigger,
beNer; b) put as many obstacles, fences, walls, trees and terrain elements
as possible, in a skirmish game terrain and cover are important; c) use at
least twenty soldiers per side. It is not necessary to have the same
number of squads.

Red dice, rolled together with the acFvaFon dice, have the following
eﬀects (per die): with 1 and 2, remove one of your own soldiers (he runs
away, skedaddles, retreat with an excuse), with 3 and 4 nothing happens,
with 5 you can remove 1 red die, with a 6 you roll 1d6 on the Heroic Table
below.
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HEROIC TABLE (max once for AcFvaFon)

FIRE LOSS TABLE

1

Enterprising - the unit can move 20 cm for free without rolling
acFvaFon dice

2

Refreshed - Unit can remove 2 red courage dice

3

Fire at will - the unit may immediately perform a new ﬁre acFon,
with + 1 success

4

Recovery - The unit recovers 1d6 light casualFes (remove
markers)

5

Bayonets! - Half of the soldiers advance 20 cm to assault the
nearest enemy unit. Split the unit. If contacts, Melee starts.

6

Charge!!! - The whole unit advances 30 cm to assault the nearest
enemy unit. If contact, Melee starts, adding + 2 successes.

When acFvated, the player declares a unit to execute one of the
following acFons: Move [3.1], Shoot [3.2], Assault [3.3], Rally (special
acFon) [3.4].
[3.1] Movement: the player declares where the acFvated unit should go,
measuring the distance between the squad leader and the arrival point.
Then he forms his dice pool (always from two upwards). To move 10 cm
you need at least one success (i.e. 4/5/6 on a d6). Each success aUer the
ﬁrst one increases the movement by 10 cm, as can be seen in the
Successes table. Each linear obstacle (fences, walls, streams, trenches)
subtract 5 cm to the movement.
Moving through diﬃcult terrain (wood, marsh, rough ground, etc.)
subtracts 10 cm to the movement. You cannot move more than 40 cm in
an acFvaFon.
Example: John wants to move his squad of 10 soldiers in open terrain
towards the wood. The wood is 30cm from the squad leader. He doesn't
want to risk it, so in order to move 30 cm he must obtain 3 successes (a
success is 4/5/6 on the die), so he rolls six dice. He gets 1,3,4,5,5,6. A
lucky roll. That's 4 successes, excellent. He can move a maximum of 40
cm, more than enough to reach the wood. If he had obtained 1,1,3,5,5,6
the roll would have been a ﬁasco (there are two "1"), he would not have
moved and the iniDaDve would have passed to the opponent.

1,2

Dead or out of acFon. The soldier is removed from the table
(and the game). Add 1 red die to the acFvaFon dice pool.

3,4

Badly wounded. The soldier moves at half speed and no longer
defends himself, if aNacked in melee he is automaFcally
eliminated. He must be accompanied to the rear by a healthier
soldier, who will move with him at half speed, or abandoned on
the spot. He does not join to the Assault, Bayonets! and/or
Charge!!! acFons anymore. Each wounded soldier in the unit, as
long as he’s present, deny one success among those obtained
from the roll made by his unit. He must be noted with the
appropriate bad wound marker. Add 1 red die to the acFvaFon
pool.

5,6

Lightly wounded. Lay the soldier on his side, for one acFvaFon
he will remain prone and shocked, then he can get up but will
move at half speed. While lying down cannot be hit by ﬁre, but
if aNacked in melee he is automaFcally eliminated. He must be
noted with the appropriate light wound marker.

In case of successive hits, two light wounds = bad wound; two bad
wounds or bad wound + light wound= dead.
It is the defender who assigns the hits to his unit, starFng with the
soldiers most exposed to the ﬁre.
The leader is always the last to fall (This is Hollywood, baby!).
[3.2.1] Fire Modiﬁers:
WEAPONS, RANGE AND SUCCESS
Short:
0-30cm

Medium:
31-60 cm

Long:
61-120 cm

Riﬂed musket

+ 1 success

0

-1 success

Musket

+1 success

0

Out of range

0

Out of range

Out of range

+2 successes

+1 success

Out of range

Pistol
Volley ﬁre

COVER

[3.2] Fire: To ﬁre the unit must see its target. This is the most
quesFonable argument in skirmish games. The golden rule here is: be
reasonable. As a general rule, if half plus one of the ﬁring soldiers can see
half plus one of the target soldiers, then there is a ﬁring line and you can
ﬁre. If not, maneuver and get into a beNer posiFon. Walls, fences, rows of
trees allow a line of ﬁre, but give cover to those behind. Dense woods,
houses, rocks, etc. block the line of ﬁre.
Factors aﬀecFng ﬁre are: quality of the troop receiving ﬁre, distance and
cover.
In order to hit, the ﬁring unit must, in addiFon to seeing the target, roll
the amount of dice it wants and must achieve a number of successes
equal to or greater than the quality level of the target unit, in order to hit
a soldier.
A number of successes above the target's level causes further hits.
Aﬀected soldiers must roll to check the eﬀects of the hit received. The
defender assigns losses, which cannot be assigned to wounded unless
everyone in the unit is already wounded, or the wounded are the only
ones in sight of the aNacker.

Light: fences, hedges, woods, bush -1 success
Heavy: rocks, trench, building -2 success

The modiﬁers are not cumulaFve, always use the highest only. +1 success
means that the ﬁnal result of the dice roll is increased by 1 level, -1
success that it is decreased by 1 level.
[3.2.2] Volley ﬁre: the squad leader of a unit can deploy his men in line, as
long as they are at least 6, in base contact with each other to form a ﬁre
line, in order to shoot more eﬀecFvely: the unit in line that volley ﬁres,
depending on the distance from the target, automaFcally adds one or
two more successes to the ones obtained from the Fire acFon dice roll
(but the "1" are always valid, if they get two or more the acFon is a ﬁasco
anyway). If the unit intends to move in line, to take advantage of the
volley tacFc, it moves at half speed.
Example: James declare to shoot with his regular unit armed with riﬂes at
Albert, whose Veterans unit is 50 cm away and is under cover of a fence.
The Veterans are level 4, within 60 cm range of the riﬂes, so 4 hits would
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be needed, but they are behind a fence, light cover, which deny one hit on
the a]acker's shots. James needs at least 5 successes to make a loss, rolls
9 dice and reads the result: 1,2,2,3,4,5,5,5,6. Five successes! Albert has a
soldier hit, he rolls a die on the ﬁre loss table: 4! One of his veterans is
badly wounded. He puts the appropriate marker next to it and takes a red
die, which he will use when he makes an acDvaDon. James, emboldened
by the outcome of the ﬁreﬁght, acDvates the same unit again and shoots
again, rolling 10 dice! But fortune changes, and he gets
1,1,1,2,3,4,4,4,6,6. The 5 successes, theoreDcally enough, are cancelled by
the triple "1". Disaster! James takes 2 red dice that he will add to his next
acDvaDon, since now the iniDaDve passes to the smiling Albert. But that's
not all! He also has to roll a die on the Disaster table. The result is 2, his
unit retreats 20 cm to the nearest cover and sets up a defense. Evidently,
the second salvo has not impressed Albert's Veterans, and James' soldiers
have decided to retreat into cover…
[3.3] Assault. A unit that sees an enemy unit within 40cm may aNempt to
make an assault to enter into melee with it. Take into account terrain
penalFes for movement purposes. The squad leader may order an assault
on all soldiers within 20cm of him (voice range), not just those in his unit.
The defender, unless he is caught from behind (check with fair play this
concept: behind is when the charge starts from behind the enemy unit's
front, but be judicious; when in doubt, roll dice: 1-3, it is behind, 4-6, it is
not) can aNempt a defensive ﬁre with -1 success for the surprise eﬀect.
AUer that, unless all the aNackers are eliminated by ﬁre, a melee begins.

each success, one red die is removed from the pool. For each "6"
obtained, in addiFon to removing a die, it is possible to re-enter a soldier
among those who skedaddled before (not from the touted squads and
from the dead!). Double "1" and triple "1" results remain valid, i.e. acFon
failed and disaster. AUer this acFon, failed or not, the iniFaFve
automaFcally passes to the enemy, regardless of the number of "1's"
obtained.
[4.0] Prisoners. Prisoners must be escorted to the rear in the order of one
escort soldier for every 5 prisoners. Prisoners, since they are considered
unarmed, do not ﬂee (at least with these rules, but be free to invent your
own).
[5.0] ObjecFves and Victory. Players previously agree what may be victory
objecFves: capturing a posiFon, eliminaFng enemies, capturing a certain
number of prisoners for interrogaFon, etc. These are the guidelines: for a
signiﬁcant geographical objecFve: 5 points; for each enemy soldier
eliminated: 1 point; for each prisoner: 2 points; for each leader
eliminated/captured: 3 points.
Have fun!

[3.3.1] Melee Procedure. Pair soldiers as evenly as possible,
supernumerary soldiers are added only aUer all pair is done. ANacker and
defender roll their dice simultaneously. Each soldier rolls as many dice as
his experience level, adds + 1 success for each fellow soldier in support.
Whoever has the most successes is the winner, the loser must roll 1d6 on
the Melee Losses Table.
The unit that has suﬀered the most overall losses is defeated in the melee
and ﬂees 30 cm to the nearest cover, trying to stand on defense. The
Winning unit does not pursuit. If there are only 3 or fewer soldiers leU,
and the victors are at least twice as many, the losing unit surrenders. The
wounded are automaFcally taken as prisoner. (Killing prisoners is
forbidden, this is a gentleman's game, at last).
MELEE LOSS TABLE
1,2,3

Dead or out of acFon. The soldier is removed from the table
(and the game). Add 1 red die to the acFvaFon dice pool.

4,5

Badly wounded. The soldier moves at half speed and no
longer defends himself, if aNacked in melee he is
automaFcally eliminated. He must be accompanied to the
rear by a healthier soldier, who will move with him at half
speed, or abandoned on the spot. He does not join to the
Assault, Bayonets! and/or Charge!!! acFons anymore. Each
wounded soldier in the unit, as long as he’s present, deny
one success among those obtained from the roll made by his
unit. He must be noted with the appropriate bad wound
marker. Add 1 red die to the acFvaFon pool.

6

Lightly wounded. Lay the soldier on his side, for one
acFvaFon he will remain prone and shocked, then he can get
up but will move at half speed. While lying down cannot be
hit by ﬁre, but if aNacked in melee he is automaFcally
eliminated. He must be noted with the appropriate light
wound marker.

[please note that Fire Loss Table and the Melee Loss Table are slightly diﬀerent]

[3.4] Rally! (special acFon). A unit may aNempt to rally and remove red
courage dice from its pool. The unit rolls as many dice as there are
soldiers leU (not as many dice as desired), and counts the successes. For
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B1. Setup
1. Place the Strategy Map and AI Display where is most convenient next
to the map.

SOLITAIRE GAME

2. Divide the target markers by formaFon and place them in a reserve
near the Strategy Map.
3. Arrange the Strategic Counters on the Strategy Map as follows,
including Combat markers when indicated:

Hurrah For Old Joe
Give Us Victories Solitaire
A game from Giacomo Fuse<

★

A. INTRODUCTION
Hurrah for Old Joe! is the Give Us Victories solitaire system: it allows the
player to take the Confederate side during the Chancellorsville campaign.
This rulebook provides a guideline for the Automa behavior, but
someFmes it will be up to the player to ﬁnd out the best course of acFon.
Due to the great size of the map, it won’t be rare to ﬁnd yourself in doubt
about what to do: in this case, try to advantage the Automa by showing a
liNle more determinaFon than Hooker did.
Knowledge of the standard game is absolutely necessary to understand
this rulebook. Having said that, we recommend that you set up the game
and follow along on these pages, considering this manual tries to keep a
procedural form that can accompany you through your ﬁrst game.
Advanced rules for the solitaire game (including supply rules, scouts and
garrisons) are available for download at www.dsimula.com

★
★
★
★
★

4. Arrange the Command Markers on the AcFvaFon Track as follows:
✦ V, XI e XII Corps in the ﬁrst three posiFons (face down);
✦ II e III Corps randomly and face down on the Track, below those

previously placed;
5. Place Hooker's marker on slot 2 of the track on the right.
7. Place the following markers on the Turn Track:
➡ I and VI Corps respecFvely on turn 6 and 13;
➡ Independent marker on turn 3;
➡ ObjecFve X on turn 16.

B. A FIRST LOOK AT THE GAME
Lay out the map on the table and follow the setup instrucFons in B.1 (do
not use the Garrison counters and don’t put Stuart's division on the
map: you can only use it in the advanced game).
Now let's take a look at the components.
As you may have noFced, the Automa counters are
diﬀerent from those in the standard game: they are at
division-level (usually three or four brigades), and absorb
loss by rotaFng clockwise. Their combat value is always at
the boNomside; some values are in a box to indicate a step
that, when reached, assigns a VP to the Confederates. Be careful: AI
Divisional counters can never stack at the end of their movement (they
can move through hexes occupied by friendly units, though).
From now on, a group of AI counters of the same color will be called
formaDon or Corps indiﬀerently.
The Strategy Map is a simpliﬁed version of the standard operaFonal map,
and serves to give an overview of the Union's movements. Each Strategic
Counter represents a Corps. The Automa ObjecFves will also be placed
on this map (but if you ﬁnd it more convenient you can also choose not
to use it and place them on the game map).
The Choices Booklet is used for a dual purpose: to determine the AI’s
behavior, and to give a narraFve line to its acFons. We will see later how
it works.
Finally, the AI Display is divided into several secFons: the Strategy
Map (C.2), the Chancellorsville Wheel (G.0), the AcFvaFon Track (C.0),
and the ArFllery Track (I.0). There’s another track (Supply) that we won’t
be using in the standard solo game.

XI e XII Corps: Germanna Ford [011] +1 Combat ((one per
formaFon).
V Corps: Ely's Ford [012] +1 Combat
II Corps: Banks' Ford [014]
II Corps (Gibbon): Falmouth [015]
III Corps: [015]
I e VI Corps: [018]

8. Flip the A<tude Marker over to the Aggressive side;
9. Place the VP marker on the 12 slot of the track on the map.
10. Refer to the scenario instrucFons and place all counters on the map.
Keep the rest of the material (Booklet, Rulebook and Combat
modiﬁcaFon markers) at hand.

C. GETTING STARTED: ACTIVATING AN AI FORMATION
During setup you placed the AI Command Markers (CM) on the AcFvaFon
Track. On the ﬁrst turn of the game, the Automa has 3 acFvaFons: take
the ﬁrst 3 counters at the top of the track and, without looking at them,
place them in the cup. Then move the two remaining counters to the top.
n general, this is how the AcDvaDon Track works: the AI counter you draw
from the cup will be put face down on the ﬁrst available posiDon on the
AcDvaDon Track. At the beginning of each turn, the ones at the top will
be put in the cup according to the programmed number of Union
acDvaDons, then scaling the remaining ones up.
As you may have noFced, some Automa CMs are on the Turn Track: the
Independent counter will come into play on the 3rd turn, while the I and
VI Corps later on (unless you choose to aNack them - see N.5).
Once you have chosen and put your Confederate CMs in the cup, you are
ready to start the game by pulling your ﬁrst counter.
An acDvated AI formaDon follows this procedure:

The solo game takes place almost completely on the south bank of the
Rapahannock river: if the space on your table is not enough, you can
safely place the AI Display over the top half of the map.

✦ determines its Behavior;
✦ acquires an ObjecJve (if it does not already have one);
✦ moves, bombards and ﬁghts.
When you draw an AI CM, you acFvate its enFre formaFon: the
command range is not used, and the CM is not placed on the map. AUer
the combat phase, you simply put it back (face down) to the ﬁrst
available posiFon on the AcFvaFon Track.
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Unlike the base game, in the solo game the acDvaDon cost of any Union
Corps is always 1 acDvaDon point.

reaches it, this formaFon will no longer have to consult a new LocaFon
Paragraph.

C.1 BEHAVIOR
The ﬁrst thing to do when acFvaFng an IA formaFon is to check its
Behavior: roll 3 dice (two of the same color) and get the Booklet and the
Ruler.

The Strategic Counters will no longer be moved from the area they are in
unDl they reach a new ObjecDve: their only purpose is to indicate that the
Corps is moving towards the ObjecDve. When they reach it, remember to
move them to the target area.
Note: an ObjecDve can also be reached due to an advance a`er combat.
In this case, read the appropriate paragraph even if it is the player turn.

The sum of the two dice of the same color indicates the page of the
Booklet to consult. The border of each page includes a coloured slot with
a sequence of values. The ﬁrst three at the top correspond to the result of
the third die: lining up the big arrow on the Ruler next to this value, will
give you all the matches you need for this round.
Most likely, during the ﬁrst turn, the only value you are going to need is
the top one (the one associated with the result of the third die). Simply
follow the instrucFons on the Booklet legend: usually this result creates
an AI Skirmisher, adds modiﬁers, or allows the two inacFve formaFons (I
and VI) to move on the Turn Track.
The next two values are the Proximity and Bombardment value, which we
will discuss later (H.1 and I.1). Ignore the Independent and AcFvaFon
results completely for now: they do not apply to the Behavior of the
acFve formaFon and are used at other phases in the game (L.1 and N.1).
Warning: : do not determine Behavior for formaDons on the north bank of
the river with all their units. Go directly to the ObjecDve acquisiDon or
movement phase.
C.2 OBJECTIVES
At the start of the game, no AI formaFon has an ObjecFve.
Before moving (and every Fme a Corps does not have an
objecFve) you must refer to the LocaFon Paragraph in the
Choices Booklet.
Look at the Strategy Map: the Strategic Counter of the
acFvated formaFon is always placed in an area with a 3-digit number.
This is the paragraph of the Booklet to read.
For example, once you acFvate the XII Corps at the beginning of the
game, you will noFce that it’s is Germanna Ford, whose locaFon
paragraph is [011]. Like almost all LocaFon Paragraphs, you will be asked
to roll 2 diﬀerent colored dice and follow the instrucFons for the result.
The paragraph will now assign an ObjecFve to the Corps. Take the
ObjecFve Marker of the indicated value and place it on the Strategy Map,
in the indicated area. Now ﬂip the formaFon's Strategic Counter on the
other side, to indicate that it is proceeding towards an objecFve: unFl it

D. MOVE
Now that the AI formaFon has an objecFve, it can ﬁnally move.
Movement is not ruleed by speciﬁc direcFons: it relies instead on the
player's common sense, at least when the AI formaFon is far from the
enemy and is moving towards an objecFve. This is no longer true when
there are Confederate units nearby: we will discuss this in Chapter H,
introducing the concept of Proximity.
As in the base game, AI units have 4 movement points. They never use
strategic movement but they do use the roads bonus (don’t forget it).
When moving AI units, try to follow these rules:
✦ keep the movement as much as possible on the road and don’t
break the formaFon;
✦ keep the units in column;
✦ choose the most direct route to the ObjecFve (giving priority to
main roads).
This is the standard procedure for AI units movement: tally the movement
points and move only the leading unit (the one closest to the ObjecDve or
enemy target). A`er that, simply move the other units behind her, even if
they would not have enough movement points to reach the desDnaDon
hex.
When at least one unit of the acFve Corps moves into the ObjecFve hex,
it is considered to have been reached.
Note: an ObjecDve common to several formaDons (such as
Chancellorsville) is also reached when one of the acDve AI units moves
adjacent to a unit of another formaDon that, in turn, has already reached
the ObjecDve.
As soon as an objecFve is reached, stop the game ﬂow for a while and
follow this procedure:

✦ assign the VPs;
✦ move the Strategic Counter to the new area;
✦ read the LocaFon Paragraph of the current area.
If, once the movement is complete, the AI formaFon is not adjacent to
the enemy or on an ObjecFve, its turn is over. Place the CM face down in
the ﬁrst free slot on the AcFvaFon Track, and draw a new CM'.
A note on the movement of your units: you can NEVER move on the
north bank of the Rapahannock river, even if you conquer a Union bridge.
The Solitaire game is played enFrely on the southern part of the map.

E. VICTORY AND DEFEAT
Since we menFoned Victory Points, let's now look at how victory and
defeat are scored in the solitaire game.
The goal of the game is to get the most VPs.
In the setup phase you placed the VP marker on slot 12 on the track on
the map, numbered from 0 to 25. Now, you gain points by inﬂicFng losses
on your enemy’s units (see the table below); the Automa makes you lose
points by eliminaFng your units, reaching objecFves, and conquering
certain locaFons.
Basically, you move the VP marker to the right when you score points, and
to the le` when the Union scores points.
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The ﬁrst Fme a Confederate counter with a strength value of 4 or more is
eliminated, place it on the 0 space of the track, the next on the 1 space,
and so on. You have the chance to do the same for any AI division
counter eliminated from the game, but starFng from space 25 and
moving downward (if you choose not to place it on the track you get one
last VP).
When the VP marker reaches one of the extremites of the track (or a
counter on it), the game immediately ends with a strategic victory: this is
Confederate if the marker is on slot 25 or on a Union counter, and a
Union victory if the marker is on slot 0 or on one of your counters.
You immediately lose the game even if, at any Fme during the game, 15
Confederate counters have been eliminated.
The game ends in any case at the end of the 20th turn, and in this case
your performance is rated with these parameters, depending on the
space occupied by the VP marker:
1-10 Union minor victory
11-18 draw
19-24 Confederate minor victory

Player Victory Points:
- 1 VP each Fme an AI division counter is rotated to a boxed value
(once eliminated, you can choose to earn a last VP by eliminaFng it
from the game, or put it at the boNom of the track without scoring the
last point).
Automa Victory Points:
- 1 VP when a Confederate counter of strength 2 or 3 is eliminated (do
not put it on the track)
- 1 VP when a Confederate counter of strength 4 or more is eliminated
(put it on the track).
- 0-2 VP when reaching an ObjecFve.
- VP according to paragraph [001].

done, put Hooker and a number of AI command counters equal to the
remaining acFvaFon points in the Holding Box, taking them from the top
of the track. Scale up the remaining counters.
Place the two CMs in the Holding Box in the same order as they are on the
track. Use the Aggressive/CauDous marker to remember the Automata's
Aqtude, which does not change unDl Hooker's counter is put back on the
AcDvaDon Track.
When Hooker's counter is drawn during the game, immediately reveal
the two CMs in the Holding Box, and acFvate their respecFve AI
formaFons in the order of placement (unlike the base game Hooker has
no command restricFons). Then put the Hooker’s marker two turns
further along the Turn Track
When the Turn Marker reaches Hooker's posiFon, roll a die to determine
its new posiFon on the AcFvaFon Track

G. CHANCELLORSVILLE
Chancellorsville is a focal point of the Automa's maneuvers, and it plays
diﬀerently from the other locaFons: here the Union will have a moment
of stasis, and will try to stack its forces before going on with acFons,
unless you choose to poke it by aNacking them all the Fme. This
parFcular segment of play is managed by the Chancellorsville Wheel.
When an AI Corps reaches an ObjecFve in Chancellorsville, follow the
instrucFons in paragraph [019] of the Booklet.
First you will need to dispose the units on the map according to the
direcFons. Once this is done, take the formaFon’s CM and place it on the
ﬁrst slot of the wheel.
In general, the Wheel mechanism is very simple: ﬁrstl, two CMs can never
coexist in the same slot. So, when a new CM enters the Wheel, the others
slide to the next slots clockwise. On the other hand, when an AI formaDon
is a]acked, the corresponding CM jumps into the opposite segment. Once
a CM reaches one of the indicated slots, its associated paragraph must be
read.
Once the ﬁrst CM is placed on the Wheel, the AI turn ends and (since the
CM is no longer on the AcFvaFon Track) it cannot be reacFvated. This
Union stand oﬀ situaFon can be unlocked in two ways:
A - a CM reaches the fourth or eighth sector of the Wheel
—> paragraphs [110], [111] or [029]
B - the fourth AI formaFon reaches its Chancellorsville
ObjecFve —> paragraph [028].

Before conDnuing, read paragraphs [001] and [002]: they will give you an
idea about the score for controlling certain locaDons (don't forget to
calculate them at the end of each day!).

F. HOOKER AND ATTITUDE
You may have already noFced that the acFvaFon track also has a column
on the right we haven't menFoned yet. This column has double purpose:
to determine the Automa's A<tude for the turn, and to determine if and
which AI formaFons are acFvated by Hooker Higher Commander.
F.1 ATTITUDE
During the course of the game, the Union may be in two
postures that determine its more or less combaFve
A<tude: Aggressive (A) or CauFous (C). Always keep an eye
where the Hooker’s counter is placed when referring to
A<tude during the game (you can also use the dedicated
marker as a reminder when the Hooker’s counter is moved on the turn
track.
F.2 HOOKER
The Hooker’s counter also determines whether two AI formaFons are
acFvated simultaneously (see Higher Commanders in Chapter 8 of the
Basic Rules). When, during the acFvaFon phase, the Hooker’s counter is
on a highlighted box, do not choose the units at the top of the acFvaFon
track: instead, place the counters on the two slots connected to the
Hooker’s box in the Holding Box on the map, face down. Once this is

When a CM is moved to the opposite semicircle of the Wheel due to a
Confederate a]ack, follow this procedure: at the end of each round roll
two dice and add to the value the number of CM on the Wheel and the
number of the current round . On a roll of 12 or more, advance all CMs
on the wheel.
Example: it is the end of the third turn and there are two CMs on the
Wheel. Roll two dice (result: 6) and add 2 for the CM and 3 for the turn.
The total is 11, so the CMs do not advance.

H. IN CONTACT WITH THE ENEMY
Sooner or later, even the most cauFous leaders will have to challenge
their opponent on the ﬁeld. But before we talk about combat, let's see
how the Automa aNempts to engage enemy units in baNle, introducing
the concept of Proximity.
H.1 PROXIMITY VALUE
An AI Corps is considered to be in proximity to the enemy when, at the
start of its acFvaFon, at least one enemy unit is within a distance (in
Movement Points) equal to or less than the Proximity Value, which is
calculated as follows:
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Proxi Value assigned by the Booklet - current ObjecFve value =
Proximity Value
Example 1: the II Corps has Salem Church as a value 1 ObjecDve and,
during the Behavior check, the Booklet indicates a 4 under Proximity. The
Proximity Value is therefore 3 (4-1): if at least one Confederate unit can
be reached by one of its units with 3 or less PM, the II Corps is considered
to be in proximity.
Be careful: the proximity value always depends on the Automa's AGG or
CAU Aqtude.
Also, when evaluaDng proximity, ignore isolated infantry enemy units (2
or more hexes away from the acDve formaDon) or Confederate cavalry
units.
One ﬁnal rule: a unit's proximity radius never extends beyond the
ObjecDve of the formaDon.
If the Proximity Value is greater than the formaFon’s actual MP
availability, the value must be considered equal to that MP availability.

Transfer
When a rule asks you to transfer units, physically move those
counters from one hex to another, regardless of the normal
movement procedure. Keep these guidelines in mind:
- if possible, try to place units adjacent only to the Confederate unit
on which the proximity calculaFon was made;
- if such a unit does not have enough empty adjacent hexes to
contain all the acFvated AI units, place the ones with the lowest
strength value adjacent to other units of the same formaFon, favoring
hexes adjacent to the enemy if the A<tude is Aggressive and, vice
versa, not adjacent if the a<tude is CauFous.
This mechanic is very diﬀerent from the standard movement. Pay
a]enDon: AI units do not need to have enough movement points to
transfer. The mere fact that one of the acDve units is in proximity
allows all those in the same formaDon to "relocate" adjacent to the
Confederate unit.

Example 2: the V Corps has its Movement Point reserve reduced by 2MP
this turn, for a total of 2MP. The value assigned by the booklet is 5. In this
case the Proximity Value is sDll 2: if a Confederate unit could be reached
with an expenditure of 3 MP, it would not be considered in this
evaluaDon.

✦ If the AI formaFon was acFvated in proximity or adjacent and
you choose to break contact, observe the Automata's A<tude: if
Aggressive, one of your units takes loss and the Union units do not
advance further. If CauFous, one of your units becomes
disorganized and the Automa’s units move one hex toward the
target.
✦ If the AI formaFon was not acFvated in proximity and you choose
to break contact, the lead unit conFnues to move unFl all its
Movement Points are used up. If at the end of the movement the
unit is sFll in contact with the enemy (because you chose not to
retreat any further), observe the Automa’s A<tude: if Aggressive,
transfer all remaining units of the AI Corps adjacent to the lead
unit and to the enemy (follow the direcFons in H.2.b), and go on
with bombardment and combat. If CauFous, move the AI units
behind the lead unit, keeping the formaFon in column. In this
case, the Automa ends its turn and does not aNack, but one of
your units becomes disorganized.

H.2 ACTIVATION AND MOVEMENT
Una volta a<vata, una formazione può dunque trovarsi in tre staF:
a) NOT in proximity to the enemy;
b) in proximity to the enemy;
c) adjacent to the enemy.
H.2.a NOT in proximity: simply move the AI formaFon towards the
ObjecFve, ignoring any Confederate units. As noted in chapter D, move
only the leading unit before moving the others. If the most direct path to
the objecFve intercepts a Confederate unit, and it does not breaks
contact (H.3), the Automa engages it even if not in proximity at the start
of acFvaFon: the lead unit stops adjacent to the enemy, and the others
are transferred adjacent to the enemy (see note above).
H.2.b If in proximity, transfer all acFve AI units adjacent to the
Confederate unit that can be reached with the least expenditure of PM
(if more than one at equal distance, consider the one closest to the
formaFon objecFve).
H.2.c Finally, if at least one of the AI units is acFvated adjacent to the
enemy, take the acFve AI units not adjacent to the enemy and transfer
them: they must be moved into free hexes, adjacent to another unit in
their formaFon and adjacent to at least one enemy unit. If there are no
hexes with these characterisFcs - i.e. if it is not possible to have an
Engagement (J.2) with at least two AI units -, move the enFre formaFon
towards the ObjecFve, including the division(s) adjacent to the enemy at
the beginning of the acFvaFon.
At this point, if the AI formaFon is in contact with the enemy, conFnue
with Bombardment and Combat.
Consider the following opDonal rule, and use it to your liking: if all AI units
are acDvated adjacent to the enemy, and if there is room for maneuver,
the whole formaDon moves up to 2 hexes towards the ObjecDve, without
losing contact with the enemy (in this case the AI units do not become
disorganized, even if they leave a trench).
H.3 BREAKING CONTACT
When you move adjacent to Union formaFons, each individual AI unit
chooses whether to break contact with a die roll: on a result of 1-2 they
move away (do not make this roll if the unit is under a Breastwork
marker). Move the AI units one hex, trying to keep the formaFon united.
The evaluaFon is more complex when Unionist units move adjacent to
Confederate units. Proceed as follows:

I. ARTILLERY AND BOMBARDMENT
AI units have an intrinsic variable arFllery value not shown on the
counter. The value is diﬀerent if the unit is aNacking or defending.
I.1 ATTACKING AI ARTILLERY
If the formaFon is acFve and must bombard (or calculate its arFllery
value during an aNack), it uses the arFllery value shown in the booklet
during the Behavior evaluaFon (C.1). This value refers to the formaFon
as a whole (not to each single unit involved), and is used both during the
bombardment phase and during the aNack (adding it to the total combat
value). The Automa can bombard and use arFllery in aNack in the same
turn (excepDon: advanced game)!
Example: the XII Corps gets an ArDllery Value of 3 on the Booklet. During
its turn, it moves adjacent to the enemy. The I Division is adjacent to a
Confederate unit in open terrain, and selects it for bombardment: roll on
the table using a Bombardment Factor of 3. In the a]ack phase, it will
also add 3 to the total Combat Value.
I.2 DEFENDING AI ARTILLERY
The AI's defending arFllery value is calculated as follows:
Roll for Cover / 2 = ArFllery Value
(round up if the unit is at full strength, round down if reduced)
We recommend that you use the provided marker on the Dispay so you
don’t forget this value.
I.3 NOTES ON AI BOMBARDMENT
The target of the bombardment is always the Confederate unit with the
most advantageous modiﬁer (or random in case of a Fe). When the
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Booklet gives a bombardment value N(x), the AI formaFon does not
bombard, but sFll uses the value in brackets for the aNack.

✦ Before calculaFng the number of dice, you may create one
Breastwork and one Skirmisher;
✦ Confederate Breastwork can only inﬂict loss to adjacent units (or,
as in the standard game, reduce the Automa's dice availability);
✦ never take into account the encirclement modiﬁer; also, terrain
restricFons only apply if all of your defending units are in the
same terrain type;
✦ the maximum number of dice that each facFon can roll is 6;
✦ special case: if one or more AI units of strength 3 or greater aNack
a single Confederate unit of strength 1, it is automaFcally
destroyed.

I.4 BOMBARDING THE AUTOMA UNITS
When you bombard a hex occupied by AI units, the Automa creates a
Breastwork only if in CauFous A<tude, or if in open terrain (even if
Aggressive). When this happens, do not Roll for Cover: you will do so later
in the Combat Phase.

J. COMBAT
J.1 PLAYER ATTACK
When you decide to aNack an AI unit, the combat is almost idenFcal to
the base game. Just take these diﬀerences into account:
✦ Roll for Cover: if not already present, the AI unit always creates a
Breastwork when aNacked. Once the cover is built, roll a die: with
a value of 3-6 it inﬂicts a loss on your aNacking units (aUer
combat), with 1-2 it reduces by 1 your combat dice pool. If the
result is even, a Union skirmisher is also created (put it on top of
the AI division, as an excepFon of the stacking rule in chapter B);
✦ the previous roll is also used to determine the ArFllery Value, as
menFoned in the previous chapter (I.2): when calculaFng raFos,
add it to the Automa’s combat value;
✦ the Automa has ﬁxed modiﬁers to the die roll (based on the Corps
and indicated in the table below)):

Full strength

All the units in combat on the reduced
side

II, V, XI, XII

+2

+1

I, III, VI

+3

+2

This indicaFon refers to all the AI units engaged in a combat. So, unless
all of the engaged AI u are reduced, full strength modiﬁers are used.
WARNING: in both cases, when being a]acked and when a]acking, the
Automa always uses the modiﬁers a`er the dice roll and in the most
advantageous way possible (it does not bet on the colors of the dice as
you do).

Possible interrupJon of the Union a5ack
If in an engagement a]ack the Automa is at a disadvantage in terms of
number of dice, interrupt the a]ack for a moment: roll a die, subtracDng
the diﬀerence in the number of dice between the two facDons and adding
1 if in an Aggressive Aqtude. If the result is 0-3, the a]ack is interrupted
and the Automa's turn is over. Otherwise, the combat proceeds.

K. CONSEQUENCES OF COMBAT
K.1 LOSS
In an engagement encounter, assign loss to the AI units involved as
follows: ﬁrst remove a skirmisher, then reduce the unit with the highest
combat value. Be sure to assign one loss to all involved units before any
of them receive a second loss.
I units absorb losses by rotaDng clockwise (this decreases their combat
value): for each loss taken, rotate the counter to the next lowest value. As
stated in Chapter E, assign one VP to the Confederates each Dme the
counter rotates to a value in the square.
K.2 RULE OF 6
(see chapter 14 on the base rulebook).
While defending, when the Automa gets a natural 6 on the roll, it deals
loss to Confederate units with the highest combat value (which you
choose in case of a Fe), giving priority to infantry before arFllery..
While aNacking, for every natural 6 rolled, you must retreat a stack
involved in combat if these condiFons occur:
✦ A<tude is Aggressive AND the enemy is in trench or forFﬁcaFon
OR,
✦ the aNacked hex contains an ObjecFve OR,
✦ the retreat would cause the eliminaFon of the defending
Confederate units.

EXAMPLE: III Corps rolls four dice, geqng 5, 4, 3, 3. It has 3 DRMs
available, which it distributes to die 4 (+1=5) and die 3 (+2=5). The
Confederates then take 3 loss..
J.2 UNION ATTACK
When the Union aNacks, the procedure is a bit diﬀerent than in the base
game.
First, all units in the acFve formaFonI aNack simultaneously in a kind of
macro-aNack involving all adjacent enemy units. This group of units
involved in combat is called Engagement.
Once you have idenFﬁed the units involved in the Engagement, you must
total the combat values of all the aNacking units and then the values of
your defending units. Once you have done this, divide both results by 5
(rounded down), obtaining two values, corresponding to the number of
dice that each of the two facFons must roll, with a minimum of 1.
Remember to add the arDllery value to the Automa's total combat value
(even if it used bombardment in the previous phase)!
Now roll the dice for the aNacker, adding modiﬁers to the result as
advantageously as possible (J.1). Take note of the loss inﬂicted and then
roll the dice for the defenders, applying the color modiﬁers as in the
standard game.
J.3 NOTES ON ENGAGEMENTS
These rules apply only during the Automa's aNack (Engagement):

Otherwise, the 6 are targeted only to inﬂict losses with the prioriFes
outlined in the previous condiFons.
K.3 RETREAT AND ADVANCE
Evaluate a possible retreat of a defending AI unit in this way: before
assigning the last loss, roll a die and subtract 1 if the A<tude is CauFous.
If the result is 1-2, the unit absorbs the last loss and retreats towards the
nearest friendly unit. An AI unit always retreats when it can absorb losses
that would remove it from play.
AI formaFons advance only if by doing so they get closer to the ObjecFve
(move the units with the higher combat value ﬁrst).
In an engagement you may absorb one loss for each Confederate stack
you decide to retreat (up to a maximum of 2).
K.4 DISORGANIZATION AND DEMORALIZATION
A disorganized AI unit moves normally with the rest of its Corps, but does
not parFcipate in combat and, as a result, its posiFon is not considered
during the evaluaFon of an Engagement. A demoralized unit, as in a twoplayer game, does not have the ability to move adjacent to the enemy
and always breaks contact (H.3).
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L. END OF TURN AND BEGINNING OF THE NEXT

N. PLAY NOTES

L.0 END OF TURN
Once you have drawn the last counter from the cup, remember to check
paragraph [002] and see if the condiFons stated are met. Then, if the
Turn Marker reached the posiFon of another counter, do the following:

N.1 INDEPENDENT COUNTER
The Independent marker (available for the Automa starFng from the 3rd
turn) has a diﬀerent use than the Confederate one: place it in the cup at
the beginning of each turn as usual, but once drawn you must roll three
dice and consult the corresponding page on the Booklet. Using the Ruler
as explained in C.1 and checking the Independent result, you will get the
use of the Independent for the turn (not necessarily the acFvaFon of a
Corps).

➡ Hooker: roll a die and place it in the corresponding slot on the
AcFvaFon Track;
➡ Independent: put it in the cup (N.1);
➡ I and VI Corps: follow the indicaFons at N.5.
➡ ObjecFve X: roll a die and read 1-2 [988], 3-4 [989], 5-6 [999].
L.1 RANDOMIZATION OF THE ACTIVATION TRACK
At the beginning of each subsequent turn, aUer choosing the Confederate
formaFons to acFvate and placing their CMs in the cup, you must
randomize the AcFvaFon Track. Roll 3 dice and, using the Ruler exactly as
for the Behavior check (C.1), refer to the Booklet under AcFvaFon. The
resulFng arrows will move the AI CMs and Hooker's counter on the track,
making the Automa's next moves parFally unpredictable.
If the resulDng posiDon on the track is empty, go up the track and refer to
the ﬁrst occupied posiDon. Hooker's arrows marked with an asterisk allow
the counter to "jump" from posiDon 1 to 6 if it is moving up, or vice versa
from 6 to 1 if it is moving down. An arrow without an asterisk does not
move Hooker if it is already in posiDons 1 or 6.
AUer that, place the AI CMs in the cup (or in the Holding Box) following
the normal acFvaFon rules.

M. NIGHT TURNS
During the night turns, do not put AI CMs in the cup: ﬁnish your turn as
usual, then roll a die and divide by two (round up). Choose an equal
number of AI formaFons and move them towards their ObjecFve
following these criteria:
➡ if the die gives an even result, choose Marching Wing Corps (II, V,
XI, XII), otherwise LeU Wing formaFons (I, III, VI);
➡ choose the Corps farthest from the objecFve and adjacent to
fewer enemy units;
➡ do not evaluate AI formaFons with completely surrounded units;
just move the pieces 3 hexes, keeping the formaFon united and on
the road (as always, check only the most advanced unit: move this
one, and transfer the other ones adjacent).
At the end of a night turn remember to remove, in addiDon to DIS
counters, all AI Skirmishers sDll on the map and Combat modiﬁers.
M.1 SUPPLY AND RECOVERY
In the Solitaire game, the Supply phase is only evaluated in the Advanced
Mode. In the recovery phase, the Automa recovers, for each formaFon,
the steps of the unit with the lowest current combat value. It rotates the
counter counter-clockwise, to the ﬁrst value in the box or to the starFng
value (it can then recover two steps, in case it is already on a value in the
box).
M.2 VICTORY POINTS
Before moving the Turn Marker to the next day, consult paragraph [001]
on the Booklet, and assign VPs as indicated. Note: only the Union
receives points in this way.

N.2 SKIRMISHER
AI Skirmishers are generated in two ways: during the Behavior check (C.1)
and when you roll the die to determine the eﬀect of a breastwork (I.1). In
either case, place the Skirmisher on the Division counter closest to a
Confederate unit or, in case of equal distance, on one unit at random. An
AI formaFon can have a maximum of one acFve Skirmisher (ignore any
results that would create others).
N.3 COMBAT MARKERS
When the Booklet assigns a +1 / -1 Combat marker to a formaFon, place
it on the map on one of the units involved (or, if you are more
comfortable, on the Corps Strategic Counter). The marker's funcFon is to
increase or decrease the dice pool for the formaFon the next Fme it is
involved in combat (either aNack or defense). Remove the marker aUer
use or at the end of the day.
Remember, the Combat marker is acDve for any unit in the formaJon and
is not cumulaDve. A “-1 Combat” result on the booklet simply removes
any marker already present.
N.4 GIBBON
The second division of the II Corps is never acFvated with
the parent formaFon: it will be possible to acFvate it only
thanks to special results of the Independent counter.
Gibbon's division has its own dedicated Strategy Counter.

N.5 I AND VI CORPS
When it's Fme to bring I or VI Corps into play (because the Turn Marker
has reached their posiFon on the Turn Track, or because you have chosen
to aNack them), check the AI A<tude: if CauFous, place the CM on the
AcFvaFon Track. If Aggressive, put it right into the cup (in this case the
CM is not counted against the AI acFvaFon points for the turn).
N.6 NORTH OF THE RIVER
An AI formaFon North of the river with an acFve ObjecFve always tries to
reach the nearest ford free of enemy units (i.e. with no Confederate units
within two hexes). When acFvated, place an ObjecFve Marker on the
"ObjecFve" side on the ford (to be considered as a temporary objecFve
and reminder only). When the formaFon reaches the marker,
automaFcally transfer all units South of the river, as close to the ford as
possible, and place a pontoon.
If, before the formaFon reaches the ford, it is occupied by Confederate
units, the formaFon conFnues towards the temporary objecFve and,
when it reaches it, proceeds as follows:

➡ roll a die: on a result 1-2 assigns 1 loss to the AI formaFon;
➡ then idenFfy the nearest free ford and move all units south of the
river, placing them adjacent to the ford;

➡ build a pontoon.
N.7 ISOLATED UNITS
It may happen during the game that an AI unit remains isolated (three or
more hexes away) from the formaFon to which it belongs. In this case, do
not acFvate it with the rest of the formaFon: at the end of the acFvaFon,
move it to the maximum of its movement points towards the other units
of the formaFon.
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N.8 REDUCED FORMATIONS
When an AI formaFon consisFng only of reduced (ﬂipped over) units is
acFvated, consult paragraph [800] on the Booklet before proceeding with
the turn.

O. SEQUENCE OF PLAY
At the beginning of the game, read paragraphs [001] and [002] on the
Booklet, which provide some game informaFon to be taken into account.
O.1 - CORPS SELECTION
(First turn only: skip steps 2 and 3)
✦ 1. The player chooses the Confederate formaFons they want to
acFvate according to the availability of AcFvaFon Points for that
turn, and put the CMs in the cup;
✦ 2. randomize the AI AcFvaFon Track (L.1)
✦ 3. If Hooker's counter is in a circled posiFon, place the CMs
connected to it in the Holding Box on the map. Then, slide up the
rest and move Hooker into the cup (F.2);
✦ 4. check the amount of AcFvaFon Points available to the AI, and
put an equal number of CMs in the cup (minus the ones in the
Holding Box, if any), selecFng them from the top part of the
acFvaFon track. Scale up again.
O.2 - ACTIVATIONS
Draw CMs from the cup and proceed with acFvaFons (C.0)
(NOTE: The acDvaDon of the player's formaDons proceeds in the same
way as in the base game).
O.3 - END OF THE TURN
➡ (During the night turns only): Recover (M.1) and markers removal
(M.0);
➡ Refer to [001] e [002] and assign PVs.
➡ advance the Turn Marker;
* EXCEPTION: If Hooker's counter is in a circled posiDon, but only one of
the linked squares is occupied by a CM, place that CM into the cup, but
do not move Hooker. Then take the remaining CMs and insert them into
the cup from the top of the Track. If, on the other hand, both connected
boxes are empty, ignore Hooker and conDnue with the next step.
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Army of the Potomac - J.Hooker
I Corps - Reynolds
Artillery - Wainwright
I division - Wadsworth
Phelps, Jr. br
Cutler br
Paul br
Meredith br
II division - Robinson
Root br
Baxter br
Leonard br
III division - Doubleday
Rowley br
Stone br

II Corps - Couch
Artillery - Morgan

III Corps - Sickles
Artillery - Randolph

I division - Hancock
Caldwell br
Meagher br
Zook br
Brooke br
II division - Gibbon
Sully br
Owen br
Hall br
III division - French
Carroll br
Hays br
MacGregor br

I division - Birney
Graham br
Ward br
Hayman br
II division - Berry
Carr br
Revere br
Mott br
III division - Whipple
Franklin br
Bowman br
Berdan br

I Corps - Longstreet
Alexander’s Art bn
Washington Lou. Art bn
McLaws division
Wofford br
Semmes br
Kershaw br
Barksdale br
Cabell’s Art bn
Anderson division
Wilcox br
Wright br
Mahone br
Posey br
Perry br
Garnett’s Art bn
Hood division (detached)
Robertson br
Law br
Anderson br
Benning br
Henry’s Art bn
Pickett division (detached)
Garnett br
Kemper br
Armistead br
Corse br
Dearing’s Art bn

VI Corps - Sedgwick

Artillery - Weed

Artillery - Tompkins

I division - Griffin
Barnes br
McQuade br
Stockton br

I division - Brooks
Brown br
Bartlett br
Russell br

II division - Sykes
Ayres br
Burbank br
O'Rorke br

II division - Howe
Grant br
Neill br

III division - Humphrey
Tyler br
Allabach br

Light div - Burnham

Artillery -Schirmer

XII Corps - Slocum

I division - Devens
von Gilsa br
McLean br

Artillery - Best

II division - Steinwehr
Buschbeck br
Barlow br

Cavalry division - Stuart
F. Lee br
W. H. F. Lee br
Hampton br (detached)
Jones br (detached)
Beckam’s Art bn

III division - Schurz
Schimmelfennig br
Krzyzanowski br

II Corps - Jackson
Brown’s Art bn
McIntosh’s Art bn
A. P. Hill division
Heth br
Thomas br
Lane br
McGowan br
Archer br
Pender br
Walker’s Art bn
Rodes division
O’Neal br
Colquitt br
Ramseur br
Doles br
Iverson br
Carter’s Art bn

III division - Newton
Shaler br
Browne br
Wheaton br

XI Corps - Howard

Army of Northern Virginia - R.E. Lee

Reserve Artillery
Cutt’s Art bn
Nelson’s Art bn

V Corps - Meade

Cavalry Corps - Stoneman (detached)
Artillery - Robertson (detached)

I division - Williams
Knipe br
Ross br
Ruger br
II division - Geary
Candy br
Kane br
Greene br
Reserve Artillery
NY Light
US
Provost br

I division - Pleasanton (detached)
Devin br
Davis br (detached)
II division - Averell br (detached)
Sargent
McIntosh
III division - Mc Gregg br (detached)
Kilpatrick
Wyndham
Reserve - Buford

Early division
Gordon br
Hoke br
Smith br
Hays br
Andrew’s Art bn
Colston division
Paxton br
Jones br
Warren br
Nicholls br
Jone’s Art bn
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